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G3NERA1, INFORMATION 

These abstracts of U.S. patents, relating to 

direction-finding systems considered to be non-cooperative, 

i.e., one in which the finding of direction does not depend 

on oooperation between the transmitter and the direction 

^J — •> ~>~* »»»^***-*      +n^A«      *f*T»fMt*      + W\ <-i     fSffA  0%A  t 
1 ^   '4.UOJI    J        1VV1 V        UMlWvil      J. J. \Jlik        WA4W       VA,   «. A Va.% -    .V.J.       VI U«JV  V W\y       WO-       A  V4 WU V 

Office (U.S.). All direction-finding patents up to 

June 1, 1948, are listed herein with the exception of a 

few very early ones (prior to about 1928). 

The patents are arranged numerically by the 

patent number appearing in the upper right-hand corner of 

<• v the space provided for the individual abstracts. The 
ji 

pages are marked with two horizontal black lines, where 

they may be cut to provide for filing in a standard 5"z8" 

file cabinet. The assignee, where it is ether than the 

author, is listed immediately neiow the word Assignee in 

the middle of the top of the spaces. In some cases, in 

order to get the entire abstract in the space provided, 

the abstract has been shortened by deleting tho last part; 

an attempt has been made to cut the abstract at a point 

where the meaning will not be materially altered. 
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Nov. 21, 1922 

Robinson, J. 

"Radio Direction Finder" 

Assignee: U.S. Pat. No. 
1,435,943. 

ABSTRACT 

A  radio direction finder comprising a pair of movable 
aerial eoils arranged at a fixed angle to one another, a 
radio receiver connected thereto 30 that the combined effact 
of the incoming radio waves on the two coils io reoeived, 
means to cut out temporarily one movable coil, and means to 
insert ?.n equivalent inductance in the circuit* 

Jan. 12, 1926 

Leib, A, 

"Radio Direction Finder" 

Assignee: 
Telefunken 

ABS1&ACT 

U.S. Pat, No* 
1,559,325 

A radio device comprising a frame-shaped antenna, a 
rotatable axis upon which the antenna is mounted, a support 
for the antenna having an opening for said axis of sub- 
stantially greater diameter than the axis, and a spherically 
curved member fixed to said axis and seated upon the support 
so as to allow said axis to swing laterally in all directions 
and thereby cause it automatically to assume a vertical posi- 
tion regardless of inclination of the support. 

- 1 - 
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July 20, 1936 Assignee: U.S. Pat. Kc 
Operadio Corp. 1,593,276 

Stone, J.M. 
| 

"Ra?iio Uireotion. Finder" 

iiBSTRACT ••MHHiiiaMHtMi 

In combination, a loop aerial adapted to awing about a 
vertioal point, a knob operably connected to said loop aerial 
for turning the same, and a magnetic needle moving within 
said knob for indicating the position of said loop. 

Feb. I, 19E7 Assignee: U.S. Pat. No, 
Aaer. Tel. & Teleg. Co.     1,615,913 

'. Osborne, H.S. 

!{&, "Radio Direction Finder System" 
%- 
[B *JJ3U.Utft.V/A jl ———. 

The method for determining the location of a mobile 
station relative to fixed stations whose separating distance 
is known, which consists in producing at each fixed station 
and transmitting therefrom a band of frequencies having 
definitely fixed upper and lov:e:r limits, simultaneously 
receiving all of the frequencies constituting the band sent 
from one fixed station and noting the direction of approach 
for maximum reoeived current, th«" simultaneously receiving 
the frequencies constituting the band sent from the other 
fixed station and noting the direotion of approach for maxi- 
mum received current therefrom. 

- Z  - 
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Oct. 18, 1937 Assignee; U»S» Pat. No. 
Western Elec. Co.        lt 645,810 

Hubbard, F.A. 

"Bireotion Finding and Indicating System" 

ABSTRACT 

In an arrangement for measuring the angular bearing of 
a source of wave energy, a transmission path for said wave 
energy, means for evaluating a function of the angle in 
lengths of transmission path and means for translating said 
lengths into an indication of the angle, including a trans- 
lating switch and an indicator electrically controlled 
therefrom s said switch including terminals operable in stops 
varying in length in accordance with said function of said* 
angle. 

July 3, 1928 Assignee: U.S. Pat. No. 
1.675,332 

DeRegnauld de 3elle-3ciz,o, H. 

"Direction Finder" 

ABSTRACT 

In the method of ascertaining the direction of a trans- 
mitting station from a receiving station with a loop antenna 
functioning at one time as a directional antenna and at 
another time as a combined directional and non-directional 
antenna, the steps which comprise, electrically balancing the 
loop antenna and setting the"same"as a directional antenna 
to the point of minimum signal reception, then electrically 
unbalancing said loop antenna and setting the same as a com- 
bined directional and non-directional antenna to the point of 
minimum signal reception, and determining from the direction 
of digression between these two points the sense of direction 
of the transmitting station. 

- 3 - 
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July 31,  1928 Assignee: U.S. Pat. No. 
S.I.D.P. 1,673,737 

Loth, W.A. 

"System of Radiogoniometry" 

ABSTRACT 
i>- 

In an electromagnetic direction finder device, a plurality 
of serially connected turns, means for short circuiting some 
of said turns, a current indicating device, means for connect- 
ing said current indicating device to the non-short circuited.. 
I turns, said short circuiting means being included in the cir- 
cuit of the indicating device. 

Sept. 4, 1928 Assignee: U.S. Pat. No. 
Fed. Tel. Co. 1,683.080 

Kolster, F.A. 

"Radio Receiving System" 

ABSTRACT 

j I In a system for receiving electromagnetic radiations, a 
i \ loop antenna having directional characteristics, means for 

selectively tuning said antenna, a detector circuit alectri- 
I I cally associated with said antenna, and means for altering 
' ; the wave front of radio energy which is reoeived from a 
I direction other than perpendicular to the axis of said loop, 

said means comprising an elongated conductor relatively 
greater in length than the diameter of said loop and arranged 

* at an angle to the plane of said loop. 

:> 
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Oct. 2, 19E8 Assignee; U.s. Pat. No. 
Teiefunken 1,685,821 

Leib, A. 

"Direction Finder" 

ABSTRACT ,  y   

The method of radio direct!on finding with a loop aerial 
of appreciable width in which out of phase currents are 
caused by a distorted wave front which consists in tuning 

*•        the loop aerial to the desired wave length, supplying energy 
from an auxiliary non-diraotional aerial, while ih an untuned 
condition and transferring a ooraponent of said energy to said 
i **>r\-n, e>i ^mjs •••. BQ fhnt the "urrent ii.1. said loc** c^^cuit **** *" "* 
be zero when its magnetic, axis points at the station to be 
received. 

i 
K 

Oct. 16, 1928 Assignee: U.S. Pat. No. 
. R.O.A. 1,687,746 

Wright, G.M. 

"Directional Aerial" 
\ 

ABSTRACT 

The combination of a loop aerial in a vertical plane, an 
adjustable condenser located near the base of the loop, sym- 
metrical leads connecting said condenser in series with the 
upper conductor of the loop, and a coil in the lower oonductor 
having an intermediate point connected to ground. 

- 5 - 
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Nov. 20, 1928 Assignee; U.S. Pat. No. 
Sporry Gyroscope        1,692,051 

Patterson, M.L* 

"Radio Direction Finder and Position Finder" 

ABSTRACT 

la a radio direction finder for ships, a rotatabie antenna 
positioned beyond the effeotive wave-distributing field of 
said ship, a motor for rotating said antenna mounted adjacent 
thereto, a bearing indicator oper-atively connected to said 
antenna and positioned within said field, and a controller 
in said field for controlling said motor. 

Dec. 17, 1929 Assignee: U.S. Pat. No, 
1,739,941 

Bellini, E. 

"Radio Signaling System" 
• 

In a radiogoniometer system, the combination with a pair 
of fixed aperiodic loop aerials disposed at right angles to 
each other, of a closed resistance member connected to all 
the aerial terminals in such manner that each loop aerial 
circuit has included therein a P&ir of branched portions of 
said resistance, and an adjustable member cooperating with 
said resistance member for determining from the position of 
said adjustable member the line of direction of a transmit- 
ting station. 

- a - 
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April 22 > 1930 Assignee: U.S. Fat* No, 
Telefunken 1,755,180 

Heraog, A. 

"Arrangement for Directional Receiving" 

ABSTRACT 

In combination, e toned directional and an aperiodic 
non-directional antennae, means for coupling said antennae 

: comprising a circuit coupled to the directional antenna and 
a radio frequency amplifier ooupled %o  the non-directional 
antenna, said amplifier having a reactance and a resistance 
in its output common to the oirouit coupled to the direc- 
tional antenna, means ad.lustably associated with said 
reactance for regulating phase relation between said antennae. 

J s 

! I 1 i 

* 

• 

Sept. 1, 1931 Assignee: U.S, Pat. No. 
R.C.A. 1,773,354 

Franklin, C.S. 
I I Witt,, B.J. 
I "Wireless-Telegraph Reoeiving System" 

ABSTRACT 

In a wireless receiving system, the combination with a 
pair of frame aerials of two or more radiogoniometers con- 
nected to said aerials and a receiving circuit coupled tc 
each radiogoniometer, substantially as described. 

  

- 7 - 
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Aug. 25, 1931 Assignee: U.S. Pat. No. 
Fed. Tel. Co. 1,820,571 

Kruesi, G.G. 

"Radioantenna System" 

ABSTRACT 

In an antenna system, an antenna comprising a pair of 
spaced conductors forming opposite sides of a loop, a third 
conductor extending in the general direction of said pair of 
cor;duotofcs, phase shifting means associated with said third 
conductor,"another antenna comprising a pair of spaced con- 
ductors arranged in a plane at an angle to the plans of 
said pair of conductors and on opposite sides thereof, means 
for combining said antennae, and"a signaling circuit coopera- 
tively associated with both said antennae. 

J t Sept. 1, 1931 Assignee: U.S. Pat. No. 
I Fed. Tel. Co. 1,821,650 

Kolster, F.A. 

"Radio System" 

I ABS-ISACT 

A radio system comprising conjugate loop antennae having 
their planes in angular relation, a coil having an inductance 

• equal to the induotanoe of each loop, said coil having one 
terminal connected to a terminal of each of said loops, a 
pair of series connected condensers connected between the 
other loop terminals, a condenser connected in shunt to said 
series connected condensers', said condensers all having 
equal capacitance values, the other terminal of said coil 
being oonnected to the connection between said series con- 
nected condensers, and a symmetrical signaling circuit- 
coupled to both said loops. 

• 

I 
• 

» 
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July 12, 1952 Assignee; U.S. tat.  iio. 
R.C.A. 1,867,232 

Roberts, W.V.B. 

"Wireless Receiving System" 

ABSTRACT 

In a radio receiving system the combination of. a 
plurality of bridge circuits, a plurality of frame aerials, 
each frame aerial being included in one arm of one of said 

t bridge oircuits, and a plurality of radio goniometers eaoh 
operatively associated with each of said bridge cirouits. * 

\ 
I 

I Doc 27, 1932 Assignee: U.S. Fat. No, 
| Tclefunken 1,892,220 

Runge, V/. 
IT      ^ 

"Thermic-nio Tube for Directional Reception" 
I 
• .ABSTRACT 

A receiving system, comprising means for the generation 
of a cathode ray pencil, deflection means comprising two 

I pairs of parallel plates disposed at right angles to each 
other, and an eleotron collector adjacent the normal path 
of said ray, the said electron collector comprising a wedge- 
shaped sector, the surface of which is at right angles to 
the direction of the uninfluenced cathode rays, all of the 
sector being outside the normal path of said rays. 

- 9 - 



.Tune 13. 1933 Assignee; U.S. .fat. No, 
U.S. Government 1,913,918 

Diamond, H. 
Rear, F.G. ] 

"Triple-Modulation Direotive Radio Beacon System" 

m ABSTRACT 

* 

;.. 

i 

! 

In a direotive radio beacon, the combination with a 
i f: master osoillator, of three amplifying branches, means for 

converting a single phase radio frequency supply from said 
master oscillator into a three phase radio frequency supply, 
means for using each phase of said three phase source for 
supplying carrier power to a particular one of said amplifier 
branches, a means of modulating the carrier wave in each of 
said branches to a low frequency differing for eaoh branch, 
a direotive antenna system comprising two directive antennas 
orossed at right angles to each other, and means for trans- 
ferring the modulated waves in succession from eaoh of said 
three amplifier branches to said directive antenna system 
whereby said three modulated waves are transmitted in pre- 
determined directions to provide a multi-course beacon space 
pattern. 

* * 
$ June 27, 1933 Assignee: U.S. Pat. No. 
I Fed. Tel. Go. 1,915,274 
, Fisher, G*R. 

"Aircraft Cotipass" 

ABSTRACT 

The combination of a directional absorber of radio 
energy having a figure of eight characteristics, an untuned 
non-directional absorber of radio energy, means for combining 
the signal energies from the two said absorbers, means for 
periodically reversing the phase of the oscillatory currents 
in one of said absorbers with respect to those of the other 
absorber, a deteotor for the combined signal energies from 
the two said absorbers, an output circuit for said detector, 
an indicating device arranged to be energized by current 
from said deteotor, and means for periodically reversing the 
current through said indicating device simultaneously with 
reversals of phase relation between said osoilletory currents. 

-10- 
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1 July 25, 1933 Assignee: U.S. Pat. No, 
Lorenz 1,920,156 

Hahnemana, W. 

"Antenna1 for Snort and Ultra-Shcrt Waves" 

ABSTRACT 

An antenna arrangement for directive reception of short 
and ultra-short waves, comprising in combination an antenna 
loop having a side length not greater than one-tenth of the 
length of the wave to be received and an antenna lead having 
an effective vertical length not less than one-half of the 
length ox the wave to be received. 

* 

i 

i 

i   t 

f 

i 

-• 

* 

j 

i * 
, J   I Aug. 1, 1933 Assignee: U.S. Pat. No. 
I ~ R.C.A. 1,920,665 
i Peterson, H.O. 

* 
| "Symmetrical Loop Reoeiver" 

ABSTRACT   

A method of developing oscillations consisting of 
balc^icing the oscillations in a loop by dividing the loop 
circuit into sycwietrica! circuits, conducting the oscilla- 
tions from either side of the loop to an element of a 

|  ? thermionio relay, and by-passing part of the oscillations 
to a diffarent element of another thermionic reley, whereby 

I the local oscillations set up by either thermionic relay 
; are neutralized. 
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Aug. 13, 1935 

Willoughby, J.A, 

"Radio Navigating System" 

Assignee: TJsSe Pat. No. 
2,010,833 

ABSrJ?2A.CT 

In a signal translating system adapted to receive 
signal energyt  an audio frequency amplifying unit, a signal 
responsive device connected thereto, a source of electric 
signal energy, an independent source of intermittent radiant 
light energy, a light responsive cell connected in circuit 
v.'ith said audio frequency amplifying unit and means for 
focusing energy received from said source of intermittent 
radiant light energy upon said light responsive cell for 
interrupting the operation of said signal responsive device 
by said source of electric signal energy. 

! 

i 
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May 19, 1936 

Peterson, H.0» 

"Directional Receiver" 

Assignee; 
xv» \jz A.% 

ABSTRACT 

U.S. Pat, No. 
2,040,952 

Direotional receiving apparatus comprising, in combina- 
tion, a non-directional aerial, a directional aerial, a 
signal combining circuit connected with both of said aerials 
to reoeive energy therefrom, means for interrupting periodi- 
cally the transfer of energy by one of said aerials to said 
combining circuit, and means for utilising th6 energy flow- 
ing in said combining circuit for producing indications. 

I 
• 

? 

i 
• 

I 
i s 

II 
I jr. 

Hay 19, 1936 

Friis, H.T. 

"Radio System" 

Assignee: 
B.T.L* 

ABSTRACT 

U.S. Pat. No. 
2,041,800 

A method of radio communication which oomprises ener- 
gizing a plurality of paths of different lengths in the 
transmission medium between two stations and receiving at 
any given instant wave energy propagated along only one of 
said energized paths through said medium regardless of the 
proximity of the incoming energized paths. 

-33 - 
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March 9, 1937 Assignee: U.S. Pat. No.. 
R.F.U. 2^072,962 

Piebanski, tf. 

ABSTRACT 

A direotive radio system comprising a plurality of 
differently oriented direotive aerials each adapted for 
receiving a common signalling frequency wave; means for 

* changing the individual signalling currents received by 
said aerials into secondary currents of different predeter- 
mined characteristics; means for combining said secondary 
currents and deriving a single resultant output ourrent 
having a predetermined selective characteristic which is a 
product funotion of the characteristics of all of said 
secondary currents; and means for selectively receiving 
said output current. 

» June 8, 1937 Assignee: U*S* Pat, No, 
2,083,812 

Uorrall, R.H. 

"Selective Antenna" 

ABSTRACT 

A direotional receiving antenna system responsive to 
wave energy of a single polarization only, comprising a 
closed loop in a horizontal plane, a pair of conductors 
lying within the plane of said loop connected to and extend- 
ing from the center of opposite sides thereof toward the 
center of said system, and a non-receptive transmission line 
or other type of conductor, adapted to be connected to a 
radio apparatus, extending to the center of said antenna 
system and having the wires thereof connected or coupled to 
said pair of conductors. 

* m 
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June 8, 1937 Assignee: U.S. Pat. No, 
Bell Labs. 2,083,416 

Aiken, C.B. 

"Radio Direotion Finding System" 

ABSTRACT 

A method of determining the direotional sense of an 
incoming wave which comprises obtaining two currents each 
representing differently phased non-dlrectionally received 
components of said wave, determining their veotor sum, 
changing in a predetermined sense the phase of only a 
particular one of the said two currents, and then comparing 
their vector «um with ?aid first mentioned. Vector sum 
whereby the sense of the ohange in vector sum indioates the 
direotional sense cf said wave. 

! 

U.S* Pat. No. July 7, 1337 Assignee: 
Telefunken 

Gerhard, E. 

"Radio Systeiu for Looating Objects" 

ABSTRACT 

In a device tox  locating an object within a field of 
electromagnetic radiations, means including an ultra-short 
wave transmitter, having an antenna adapted to propagate an 
un-modulated oarrier wave, a receiver having a directional 
antenna suitably disposed for collecting a portion of said 
carrier wavs which is propagated over a path including a sur- 
face cf rsflsction on said object and for collecting another 
portion of said wave which is propagated over a shorter 
path, means for modulating the energy received via the 
shorter path and means for combining the energies received 
via the two paths. 

a 
I 
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•Tan. 4, 1936 

Franklin, C.S. 

"Radio Direction Finder" 

Assignee: 
R.C.A. 

ABSTRACT 

U.S. Pat. No. 
2,104,-075 

A number of receivers are connected to as many pairs of 
directional antennae, the output cf each receiver being con- 
nected to a gaseous discharge tube which serves as the in- 
dicator. 

* * 

Feb. 8, 1938 

Hoover» F..J. 

"Direction Finder" 

Assignee: U.S. Pat. No. 
2,107,633 

ABSTRACT 

A directional and a non-directional antenna are connected 
to separate amplifiers. The signals are then mixed with the 
output of a local oscillator. The beat frequencies are then 
fed to a pair of rectifiers. To the reotifiers are connected 
ourrent differential indicators. To the input of the recti- 
fiers is also connected a phase shifting circuit the output 
of which is fed back to the amplifiers. The phase shift 
can be controlled. 

£ 
$ 
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May 17, 1938 Assignee: U.S. Pat. No. 
Lorenz £,117,848 

Kramer -t  1; 

"Direction Finding Method" 

ABSTRACT 

The method of obtaining bearings from a non-directional 
radio transmitter which oonsists in combining a frame aerial 
effect with a non-dlreotional antenna effect so that these 

*        two effeots oooperate, and in adding periodically a non- 
directional antenna effeot jmbstantially double that of the 
first said non-directional antenna effeot, suoh periodio 
addition? being s>nde in phase opposition to tha first said 
non-directional antenna effect and in rhythmn for obtaining 
bearings. 

i 

t 

July 26, 1938 Assignee; U.S. Pat. No. 
2,124,544 

| Coulter, H.H. 
*        Fisher, vi.R. 

| "Visual Indication Radio Direotion Finder" 

I ABSTRACT 

From a directional antenna system two signals 180° out 
of phase with each other are obtained. These are applied to 
a balanced modulator, balanced amplifiers and detectors. The 
potential of the cathodes of the modulators is varied at the 
rate of the rectified signal. To the output of the ampli- 
fiers is also mixed a signal from a non-directional antenna. 
The indicator is sensitive to the difference of flow between 
the output and the modulator tubes. 

- 17 - 



Nov. 28, 1938 Assignee: U.S. Pat. No. 
2,137,912 

"Radio Direction Finding System" 

ABSTRACT 

In a direction finding system there are two directional 
antennae with a radio goniometer coupled to them. The 
field coils of the goniometer are interchangeably connectable 
to the direotional antennae through a switching device. A 
non-directional antenna and the directional antennae are con- 
nected through a switch. The polar diagram of the direotional 
antennae can be turned through a certain angle such that "the 
direotional indications for the determination of direotion 
and *sense' are substantially coincident." 

! t * 

! $• 
! i 

• • 

i 

I 

' 

i     * 
J| Jan. 10, 1939 Assignee: U.S. Pat. No. 

H.C.A. 2,145*175 
Wright, G.M. 

"Radio Direotion Finding System" 

ABSTRACT 

A directional receiving system comprising a plurality 
of aerials, at least one of said aerials being of the direo- 
tional loop type, electronic switching means comprising 
rectifying means of the diode type for deriving demodulated 
signals from said aerials, means for causing said rectifying 
means to differentiate between signals collected by different 
aerials, a cathode ray tube indioator having horizontal and 
vertical deflecting circuits, a local source of alternating 
potential fed to said switching means for actuating the same, 
and means for oausing said switching means to apply signals 
derived successively from separate ones of said aerials to 
one of said deflecting oirouits while oausing said alternating 
potential to be fed to the other of said deflecting circuits. 
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•Tan. 31, 1939 Assignee: u.a. Pat. No, 
Tolefunken 2,145,285 

Beuremann, W. 

"Direction Finder" 

ABSTRACT 

A direction finder receiver of the heterodyne oscillator- 
type adapted to receive signal potentials picked up by the 
Adoock principle comprising two antennae which are compared 
with each other for phase and amplitude, a heterodyne oscil- 
lator cirouit, a mixer tube circuit ooupled to 3aid oscillator 
circuit by bilateral coupling means located between said 
oscillator circuit and said mixer circuit, and a pair of 
symmetrically arranged connections from said ooupling means 
to each one of said antennae whereby symmetric coupling is 
established from said antennae to said oscillator and mixer 
circuits. 

I 

! I ,  
1 ; 

. i May 2, 1939 Assignee: U.S. Fat. No. 
I | 2,155,297 
i Kruesi, G.G. 

I  * 
I "Radio Compass" 

I 

f ABSTRACT 
  

In a direction finding system the antennae consists of 
two directional antennae fixed so that there is a certain 
angle between the pattern maxima, and a non-direotlonal 
antenna. The amplitude of the energy reoeived is proportional 
to the angle of the wave with the antenna. After amplifica- 
tion and detection using two I F frequencies, the signals 
are applied to the indioator. 

• • 

i: 
•. 

i 

! 
i. 
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Aug. 22, 1939 Assigns©; 
Lorenz 

Kramer, £. 

"Direction Finding Arrangement" 

ABSTRACT 

In a direction finding system the antenna consists of 
two equal parts connected in opposite relations These are 
connected in dot-dash rythmn to an amplifier and detector. 
After this the signals are applied to the indicator. 

___— 

•-.- 

j 
2,170,659" 

Aug. 29, 1939 Assignee: U.S. Fat. No« 

Simon, E.J, 
f-     * 
| "Navigational System" 

ABSTRACT 

f 2,170,835 

I 

| The method of radio navigation, comprising receiving a 
I radio signal simultaneously in a plurality of angularly dis- 
| placed direotional antennae; simultaneously and Independently 
(amplifying the signal received by each antenna equally; 

simultaneously and independently measuring the strength of 
each of said amplified signals; and utilizing the respective 

; signal strength to determine both the direction of and 
I distance from said source of radio signals in a single indi- 

cation. 
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Sullinger, F.W. 

"Direction Finder" 

Assignee: 
Fan. Am. 

ABSTRACT 

U.S. Pat. No. 
2,174,014 

A radio direction finder comprising a pair of elevated 
spaced vertical dipoies located at a haight sufficiently 
above ground to render negligible any difference of capacity 
between the lower portion of each dipole and ground and the 
upper portion of eaoh dipole and ground and sufficient to 
prevent radio frequency ground variations from affecting the 
capacities of scvsrsl dipolss and connected in phase opposi- 
tion by interposed transmission linos, and means electrically 
connected between the poles of each dipole for maintaining 
said dipoies in electrical symmetry. 

Sept. 26, 1939 

Sullinger, F.We 

"Direotion finder" 

Assignee: 
Fan. Am. 

U.S. Pat. No. 
2,174,015 

A radio direction finder system comprising a pair of 
vertical spaced antennae, a variable coupling device having 
separate fixed windings and an adjustable winding each fixed 
winding being electrically conneoted to one of said antennae 
at the elaetrioal center of the system, means for adjusting 
the adjustable winding to equalise the voltages supplied by 
said antennae to the center of the system and adjustable 
means associated with said antennae for effectively orienting 
the directional antennae response pattern with respect tc a 
signal source to determine the direction of said source. 

- 21 - 
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Sept. 26, 19»9 Assignee: U.S. Pat. No. 
Fan. Am. 2,174.017 

f Sullinger, F.W. 

ABSTRACT 

In a radio goniometer, the combination of spaced in- 
sulating frame members, a search coil rotatably mounted 
between said frame members, angularly related fixed coils 
supported on said frame and means for electrostatically 
shielding said fixed ooils and maintaining them in electro- 
static and eleotromagnetio symmetry comprising at least two 
channeled metallic frames supported on frame members in 
right angular relationship, and each having a separate fixed 
cell wound in and supported thereby. 

- 22 - 

Sept. 26, 1939 Assignee: U.S. Pat, No. 
Pan. Am. 2,174,016 

Sullinger, F.W. 

"Di rant-inn TMndnr'* 

ABSTRACT 
— " 

In a radio direction finder, the combination of a pair 
of spaoed vertical antennae, an amplifier electrically con- 
nected to each antenna and means for varying the gain of 
each amplifier to compensate for unequal signal voltages 
supplied to said amplifiers by said antennae and to equalize 
the signal voltages delivered by said amplifiers to render 
4»We*      r» ** 4" rv *% «% et *\ *s -&&rs *% 4* A **/*.1 ?; A"1 AA4*^«4  f% « ~i 1 «»     o »»»'»»»/% 4- •*+£ AQI 
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Dee. 26, 1939 Assignee: U.S. Pat. Nos 

2,184,306 
Kruesl, G.G. 

"Radio Direction Finder" 

ABSTRACT 
* 

A directional and a non-directional antenna are con- 
nected through tuned and phase shift circuits such that 
voltage remains oonstant and compensates for a change in 
phase of current outputs due to a change in fr«nuenoy. 

Jan. 23, 1940 Assignee: U.S. Pat. No. 
Lorenz 2,188,071 

Berthold, H. 

"Direction Finding Radio System" 

ABSTRACT 

A dlreotion-finding radio'system comprising two direc- 
tional antenna circuits, a plurality of radio goniometers 
each consisting of two field coils and field coil circuits 
and one search coil circuit and having one of said field 
coil circuits operatively associated with one of said direc- 
tional antenna circuits and the second of said field coil 
circuits operatively associated with the second of said 
antenna circuits, and coupling means mutually coupled with 
eaoh other and interposed in said field coil circuits be- 
tween their actual field coils and said directional antenna 
circuits so as to induce potentials in said field coil 
circuits which potentials produce currents of equal amoli- 
tude but of opposite phase with respeot to reactive currents 
resulting from the mutual influence upon one another of said 
radio goniometers. 
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Feb. 6, 1940 

Goth©, A, 

"Radio Goniometer" 

Assignee: 
Teiofunkon 

ABSTRACT 

U.S. Pat, Noa 
2,189,517 

A direction finding system consists of two antenna 
goniometers and a ooupling goniometer having fixed field 
coils and rotatable searoh coils. Crossed loop antenna are 
connected to associated antenna goniometer field coils and 
their searoh coils are oonneoted to the field coils of the 
ooupling goniometer. The output of the system is fed to a 
receiver, the output of which is connected to the indicator. 

m 

i 
1 

Feb. 13, 1940 Assignee: U.S. Pat, No. 
2,190,038 

Neufeld; J. 

"Position and Direction Determining System" 

ABSTRACT 

A direction finding system is described in which two 
currents are obtained from two antennae the strength of which 
depends on the angle of incidence. The relative intensity 
is the indicator of direction. 
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Feb. SO. 1940 

Kummioh, R. 
Eukop, H. 

"Radio Direotion Finder" 

Assignee: 
Telefunken 

U.S. Pat. No, 
2,190,717 

ABSTRACT 

A goniometer has three differently oriented field coils, 
each being oonneoted to a rotatable loop antenna. The energy 
collected by the rotating antennae is induced in the fixed 
coils of the goniometer. This energy is made to commensurate 
with amplitude of the cnorgy collected by the rotating coil 
in the goniometer. 

:. 

Assignee: 
R.C.A. 

U.S. Pat. No. 
2,806.837 

July 2, 1940 

Koch, W.R. 

"Direction Indicating Radio Receiver" 

ABSTRACT 

The outputs of two antennae are alternately connected to 
an amplifier and the phase change in change over from one 
antenna to the other is indioated by the indioator. 

1 ?; 

i 
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July 16, 1940 

Miller, H.B. 
fisher, G.R. 

Assignee: 
U.S.MN 

U.S. Pat. No. 
2,207,750 

"Radio Receiver and Direction .Binder" 

ABSTRACT 
MMHWijlalCI 

The output of a directional antenna having low frequency 
characteristics is amplified. The frequency is shifted to 
that of the output of a non-direotional antenna having high 
frequency characteristics. The two signals are then applied 
to a visual indicator. 

July 16, 1940 

Ulbrioht, G. 

"Direction Finder- 

Assignee : 
Tolefunken 

ABSTRACT 

U.S. Pat. No. 
2,208,349 

In an impulse direction finding system the antenna pat- 
tern is periodically reversed and the polarity of the 
received impulses is also reversed. These impulses are 
delayed and then combined with impulses ordinarily received. 
The combined impulses are applied to the indicator. 
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U.S. Pat. No. 
2.213,873 

Sapt= 3, 1940 Assignee: 
Intn*l S.E. Corp. 

Earp, C.Y/. 

"Radio Direction Finding Apparatus" 

ABSTRACT 

Apparatus for giving a direct indioation of the direction 
of waves, comprising at least two wave collectors, means for 
pvoduoing two modulating waves of different wave form, means 
for modulating the signals received by one of said collectors 
with one of said modulating waves and the signals received 
by the other of said collectors with the other of said 
modulating waves and for combining said modulated signals, 
and moans controlled jointly by said combined modulated 
signals and said modulating waves, and responsive to the 
relation between said combined modulated signals and said 
modulating waves fcr indicating the relative strengths of 
the signals received by said collectors. 

n 
!! 
: i 

Sept. 3, 1940 

Koschmiecer, K. 

"Dirootion Finding System' 

Assignee: 
Lorenz 

U.S. Pat. No. 
2,213,281 

ABSTRACT 

In a direction finder system operating with a plurality 
of antennae, an antenna, a feed line, means for coupling 
said feed lino to said antenna, a counterpoise operatively 
associated with said antenna, and an equivalent circuit con- 
structed and arranged to stimulate the complex resistance 
of said antenna oouplod to said antenna and counterpoise in 
order to secure symmetry, said equivalent circuit comprising 
sorially connected variable capacity means, variable induo- 
tanoo means and variable resistance means. 

i.v- 
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Sept. 3, 1940 Assignee; U.S. Pat. No, 
ilntn'l. S.E. Corp.        2,213,874 

Y/a«staffe. C.F.A. 

"Wireless Direction Finding System" 

| I ABSTRACT 

j A method of getting indication from two fixed direc- 
tional antennas with maxima at a certain angle is described. 
The direction finding system consists of two fixed direo- 

* tional antennae with their directions perpendicular to each 
other. Signal from each antenna is modulated at a different 
frequency. The signals are detected after radio finding 
modulation. The modulation frequencies are harmonies of 
the saaio frequency. To the indicator are applied signals 
from tho modulators and the receiver. 

i 

! 

r 

Sept. 10, 1940 Assignee: U.S. Pat. No. 
2,214,342 

Neufeld, J. 
t 

"Position Finding" 

ABSTRACT 

An arrangement for recording directions of radio waves 
comprising a directional antenna for receiving the said 
waves and producing signals representing directional com- 
ponents of the said waves at the point of reception, means 
responsive to the said components for producing indicators 
representing directions of tho said waves, means for pro- 
ducing indications identifying the said waves and means for 
combining the said indications in form of a diagram. 

! 

i   » 
•JBt 
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Sent, ?,4. .1940 Assignoo; U.S. Pat. No. 
Intnfi. 5.E* Corp.        2,215,785 

Gallant, L.G. 
Nouvollon, C 1 
"Radio Direction Finder" 

ABSTRACT 

An oscillating loop antenna feeds signals to a detect*: 
amplifier. The signal is then applied to an indicator. A 
device shows the angle of the loop with respect to its 
oscillating arc. 

Get, 8, 1940 Assignee: U,S. Pat. No, 
Loronz 2,217,413 

Koschmiodor, Ks 

"Radio Direction Finding System" 

ABSTRACT 

A direction antenna system responsive substantially to 
vertically polarizod energy only comprising earthed vertical 
antennae, a high frequency device, horizontally disposed 
lines interconnecting said antennae and said devioo*, a shield 
arranged about said lines, said shield inherently tending to 
reradiato in response to oscillations induced by  horizontally 
polarised energy to produce o radiation field ^ffooti^e 
between said shield and earth, and means for substantially 
eliminating the offeot of said roraliation of energy on said 
high frequency device Gumprioiiig iiAeans supporting said shield 
and said lines in spaced relation with respect to said earth 

h        substantially symmetrically within said produced radiation 
field with respect to said antennae and said earth. 
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Oct. 15, 1940 Assignee? U.S. Pat. No. 
Tolofunken 2,2ief361 

Runge. W. 
Gothoj A. 

"Direction Finder" 

ABSTRACT 

Currents from two rotatable loop antenna are combined 
and applied to the indioator. Current from an auxiliary 
loop antonna is also applied to the indicator after a phase 
reversal of 180°c 

PNov, 5, 1940 Assignee: U.S. Pat. No. 
R.C^A. 8,220,087 

| Dalboau, B.L. 
9     * 'webster, "w.3« 

£ "Direction Finding" 

I ABSTRACT 

I A radio direction finder balance comprising a loop 
I circuit having separate fixed coupling oolls coupled to eaoh 
I side of said loop circuit, a fixed auxiliary antenna and a 
f switching dovioo, a fixed sense coll connected through said 

switohiag device to said auxiliary antenna and coupled to 
| one of said separate coupling ooiis, a balance coil also 
f connected through said switching device to said fixed 

antenna and induotivoly ooupled to another of said separate 
coupling to another of said separate coupling coils, and 

i moans for varying the coupling between said balance coil 
9 and at least one of said aoparate coupling oolls so as to 

| couple energy in said loop circuit in-either one direction 
f or another. 
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Nov. 26, 1940 

Borthold, H. 

Assignee: U.S. Fat. No, 
8,223,056 

"Radio Direction Pinding System" 

ABSTRACT 

A direction finding system consisting of two dirootional 
antennae. Each antenna has a number of loop circuits and 
radio goniometers. One coil of each goniometer is conneoted 
to the loop circuit and the other coil to a similar loop 
circuit of'the other antenna. The loop systems are symme- 
trically coupled to rooeivers. The coupling is suoh that it 
produces in loop circuits currents of substantially oaual 
amplitude but of opposite phase with respect to reactive 
currents tending to result from the mutual influence of the 
goniometers on o&oh other. 

Nov. 26, 1940 Assignee: u.Se Pat. No. 
ioronz 2,223,069 

KalE, B. 

"Radio Direction Finding System" 

ABSTRACT 

A directional frame antonna and a non-directional 
antenna are oonnootod to a rooolvor: The phase of the 
directional antenna is varlod from coincidence to opposi- 
tion with that of the non-dirootional antonna output and 
vice versa:, The potential 5f the non-dirootional antonna 
oan also be varied during phase ohange. This is done by 
applying ground potential to a variablo tap on the antonna. 
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Doo. 3, 1840 

Frasson, F. 

"Radio Direction Finder" 

Assignuo? 
Aga-Baitio Radio 

ABSTRACT 

USS. Pat, No. 
£ s c£3 , 51-3 

An impedance is connected across the output of one of 
the two directional and non-directional antennae of a direc- 
tion finding system. The phase of the other antenna output 
is changed and another impedance from this output is con= 
neoted to a variable tap on the first impedance. The tap 
is moved at a periodically varying speed. 

• : 
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Deo, 24, 1940 

Kummicb, R. 
Gothe, A, 

"Direction Finder" 

Assignee: 
Tolofunkon 

U.S. Pat. No. 
2,826,379 

ABSTRACT 

The antenna system of a dirootion finding system consists 
of two parallol loop antonnao connected in parallel at two 
ends of a rotatablo shaft with oquai arms. At the middle 
is another loop antenna which can bo oonnectod parallel or 
perpendicular to tho other two antenna. 

W 
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DQO. 31, 1940 Assignee; U,S. Pat. No. 
2,226,929 

Hofole, S.J. 

ABSTRACT 

In a radio direction indicator system a rotatable direc- 
tional antenna for receiving transmitted radio signals with 
intensity in accordance to the angular position of tho antenna 
with rospoot to the signal waves: means connected to said 
antenna for amplifying said signals; means for rectifying 
said signals to produoo corresponding dlreot current signals; 
moans for reversing the polarity of the direct currents com- 
prising a direct current amplifier stage, the input of said 
amplifior stago being conductivoly oonneoted to said rectify- 
ing means, and electronic moans comprising an ovacuated 
envelope containing a fluoroscont element, a source of 
olootrons arranged to impinge on said element to produce a 
luminous image thoreon, and an electrode responsive to said 
diroot curront signals for controlling the sizo of said 
luminous imago whereby a minimum shadow occurs for minimum 
signal reception. 

. 

Jan. 28, 1941 Assignee: U.S. Fat. No. 
SA-R, Franoe 2,230,160 

Ledmann, G,-F. 

"Radio Dovioo for Moasuring Anglos" 

ABSTRACT 

Automatic wireless direction finding device for measur- 
ing the angle formed by the diroction of a datum line with 
the diroction to be found, in which a transmitting station 
is positioned, this dovico comprising a directional antenna 
continuously rotating at a substantially oonstant speed, 
whereby the angle to be measured is swept through at oach 
revolution of said antenna, and a rooeivor provided with 
moans for producing a periodic ourront which is of a constant 
strongth during rotation of said antenna corresponding to 
the swoop of the angle to be measured and is nil during the 
remainder of the sweep, and an apparatus for measuring tho 
moan strongth cf tho poriodioally interrupted curront thus 
produced. 
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Feb. 18, 1941 Assignee: U.S. Pat. No. 
8,831,929 

Layman. X.J. 

"Tridimonsionai Radio Dirootion Indicator" 

ABSTRACT 

A method consisting of a scanning device of transmit- 
ting and roooiving antenna ooupled to detector and amplifier 
to indicate an obstacle is dosoribod. A device to auto- 
matically orient th© antonna such that the obstacle is in 
the oontor of the scanning range is also described. 

! 

i Fob. 25, 1941 

Johnske, F. 
Rabmann, J. 
Linko, J. 

"Radio Direction Finder" 

Assignee: 
Tolofunkon 

U.S. Pet. No. 
2.233,374 

ABSTRACT 

A direction findor including a directional antonna means 
for rotating continuously said antonna, an indicator respon- 
sive tc currents derived from said antenna for indicating 
the position of the fronts of waves impressed upon said 
antonna with respeot to a reference line, and means connected 
between said indicator and said antonna for stabalizlng the 
roiative amplitudes of the side bands created by the rota- 
tion of said directional antonna in the fields of said waves. 
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Mar* 11, 1941 Assignee: U.S. Pat. No 

R.C.A. 2,234,331 
Bond, D.S. 

"Ultra High Frequency Radio Direction Finding" 

ABSTRACT 

A ultra high-froquonoy dirootion finding system consist- 
ing of two dipolAs arranged opposite and parallel to each 

I other at a fraction of wavelength apart: the output of one 
s of those dipoles being alternately reversed in phaao. This 

is thon combinod with tho output of the other dipolo and the 
resultant demodulated. Tho rootifiod signal is applied to 

I tho indicator which determines tho phase with respect to 
tho reversing voltage. 
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Apr.  15, 1941 Assignee: U.S. Pat. No. 
Tolcfuntcon 2,238,129 

Paul, H.E. 

•'Directional Radio Rocoiver" 

ABSTRACT 

A direction finding system is described which has two 
directional antonnae and the indioator is responsive to tho 
amplitudes of tho rocolved signals. 
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May 6, 1941 Assignoo: U.S. Pat. No. 
f Tolofunkon 2,241,170 

Ulbricht, O. 

I 
I: "Hothod for Roooiviag Periodic Impulses" 

ABSTRACT 

In on impulse-modulated d.f. systom the method of reduc- 
ing errors duo to tho .Interference of echo Impulses with the 
rocopticn of main impulses which includes the steps of receiv- 
ing said main and ooho impulses, generating local oscillations 
having a frequency differing from tho carrier frequency of 
said impulses by a fizod amount, combining said received im- 
pulses and said local oscillations to produce a constant 
frequonoy beat frequenoy current which* corresponds to tho 
combination of tho frequency of tho local oscillator and one 
side band frequency of tho main impuiso=mcdulated carrier, 
and a varying froquonoy boat froquency current which changes 
with changes in tho phaso of tho echo carrier current, select- 
ively passing curronts of tho froquonoy of said constant beat 
froquonoy curronts and rejooting curronts of other frequoncios 
and indicating tho amplitude of said selectively passed cur- 
rents . 

May 13, 1941 Assignee; U.S. Pat. No. 
2,241,915 

Kromor, Ernest 

"Direction Finding Systom" 

ABSTRACT 

In a cooporativo systom two signals are obtained, each 
signal inoluding signal olomonts of different longth. After 
dotection theso signals produce induction impulses of oppo- 
site polarity indicating beginning and end of oach signal 
olomont. Thoso impulses aro applied to an instrument having 
four magnotio polos and two crossed coils. The deflection 
of tho coil serves as tho indicator. 
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May 20, 1941 

Libby, T.M. 

"Radio Dircotion Fiador" 

A3slgnoo: U.S. Pat. No* 
2,342,530 

ABSTRACT 

Contains a device of continuously indicating the piano 
of a wave front at a point. 

Assignoo: 
Telefunkon 

U.S. Pat. No. 
2,244,628 

June 3, 1941 

Kotowski, P. 

"Antonna With Stoorablo Polarization Charactoristios" 

ABSTRACT 

A dirootional aerial systoia comprising a plurality of 
aerial groups, oaoh of said groups comprising elomonts indi- 
vidually responsive to horizontally and to vertically poiar- 
izod energy, moans for combining the output from said 
olomonts in an adjustable phase relationship whereby the 
rosultant polarization response of oach group is variable 
and moans for combining the output of all of said groups 
into a single roooivor, the phaso of the energy from oach 
group boing separately adjustable with respect to the othor 
groups whoroby the directivity of said system is variable. 
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Aug, 5, 1941 Assignees U.S. Pat, No. 
2,251.708 

Hofolo, E.J. j 
i 

"Diroction Findor Antonna Systom" 

ABSTRACT 

A radio diroction findor systam comprising a first non- 
diroctional antonna; a second non-directional antenna; 
moans for combining the signal outputs of said first and 
second antennae to successively form differently oriented 
polar cardioid roception pattorns; an indicator; and moans 
for producing right-loft indications on said indicator in 
accordance with tho relative position of the antennae with 
respect to tho sngnal souroo." 

Aug. 12, 1941 Assignee: U.S. Pat. No. 
R.C.A. 2,252,063 

Cockoroll, C.S. 
I  ' 

"Radio Diroction Findor" 

ABSTRACT 

In a direction findor radio receiving installation, tho 
combination including moans for deriving diroctionally re- 
ceived signal components, moans for deriving two omni- 
directionally roooivod signal components, moons for combining 
said omni-diroctionally roooivod components in phase oppo- 
sition to one another, moana for cyclically varying tho 
relative amplitudes of said components, moans for combining 
said dirootionally roooivod component in phase quadrature 
with said combined components to produoo a resultant, and 
indicating means responsivo to tho instantaneous amplitude 
of said resultant. 

> 

• 
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Sept. 2, 1941 Assignee: U.S. pat. No. 

SA:J, France 2,254,943 
Gallo, o.B.P.K. 

"Radio Diroction Finding" 

ABSTRACT 

A diroction finding system consisting of two diioctional 
antonna porpendioular to oach other, a phase motor and a 
modulating system for magnetic core is described. All tho 

# •jtiXoo  components namou are coupxOu to a magnotxc core Out— 
I put of this ooro is fed to tho indicator. 

Nov. 18, 1941 Assignee: U.S. Pat. No, 
Int'l. S.E. Corp.        2,263,377 

Busignios, H.S, 
Bao, F. 

"System for Indicating tho Diroction of Propagation of Elec- 
tromagnetic naves" 

ABSTRACT 

In a direction finding system a varying voltago wave is 
obtained from a rotating loop. This wave is applied to a 
phase splitting device* Tho voltage variations and tho 
split-up phase are applied to the two pairs of oathode ray 
oscilloscope. 
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Doc. 16, 1941 Assignee: U.S. Pat. No* 
U.S. Government 2,266,038 

Hlnaon, W.S. 

"Radio Direction-Finder" 

ABSTRACT 

In a dirootion finding system a device is described by 
which the signal applied to the roooiver from a single loop 
antonna is prepeitiunal, alternately, to the sum and dif- 

e faronco of dirootional and non-directional antonna pattern 
of tho loop. 

i 

vi 

\f 

i  

i[ ' .*' Doc. 30, 1841 Assignoo: U.S. Pat. No. 
If R.C.A. 2,268,065 
'F Roberts, V/.V.B. 
if5' 
11 "Radio Dirootion Finder" 
'* ABSTRACT 

In a direction finding system a directional antenna 
givos riso to voltages whoso amplitude and phase dopend on 
tho orientation of tho antonna. This voltage is modulated 
and thon a voltago indopondont of oriontation is obtained 
from it* Anothor voltago in quadrature phase with the last 
montionod voltago is obtainod. Thoso two voltages are then 
applied to a pair of dotootors. Tho output of tho detectors 
aro applied to an indicator. 

i 

mil WWMH. mm*   m 
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I Fob. 24, 1942 Assign&o; U.S. Pat. Ho. 
R.C.A. 2S274S546 

Hugonholtz. X.H. 

•* "Radio Compass" 
?<• 

ABSTRACT 
f?     *• ———— 

A radio compass having a pair of crossed directional an- 
tonnas and a aon-dirootional antenna, means for modulating 
with curronts of difforont frequency tho currents derived 

•r from waves intercepted by said directional antennas, means 
for deriving a curront from said non-direotional antenna, 
means for combining the curront from said entenna with said 
currents derived from said directional antennas _, means for 
dotecting the thus modulated and combined currents, means for 
rectifying said detootod curronts, moans for rectifying the 
modulating curronts of difforont frequency, moons for combin- 
ing the rootifiod detected currents and the rectified modulat- 
ing curronts, a directional indicator, and means for applying 
tho two ooabinod rectified curronts to said indicator to 
indioato tho anglo betwoon tho said wavo fronts and ono of 
said direoticcal ontonnas. 

l 

•- 

Mar. 24, 1942 Assignee: U.S. Fat. No. 
2,277,464 

Taylor, L.A. 

"Radio "Locating and Following System" 

ABST0' — 

Two directional radiators producing suporimposed fields 
having a constant rolation of phaso and amplitude to each 
other are used in combination with one directional receiver. 
Tho objoot is located at one of tho nodes in the field and 
moans oro provided for following tho object. 
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Apr, 14, 1942 Assignee: U.S. Pat. No, 
Toicfonkon 2,279,460 

Johnsko, F. 
Robmaan, F. 

"Radio Direction Finder" 

ABSTRACT 

May 12, 1942 Asaignoe: U.S. Pat. No. 
f £,282,402 
g Hefolo, E.J. 

- r42 - 

\ 

This direction finding systom consists of one main radio 
receiving channel which includes an apparatus to obtain cur- 

. rent corresponding to a figure of eight "S" receiving pat- 
torn, and an auxiliary recoiving channel which gives uni- 
directional response. From the auxiliary channel a current 
having an amplitude equal to and limited to tho maximum 
amplitude of current corresponding to the main channel and 
having a minimum, equal in phase and magnitude to current 
corresponding to ono of the minimum of the main channel is 
obtained. This current is fed to a current lisitcr so 
adjustod that the controlling currents *?ro substantially 
constant ovor approximately 160© of response patsorn of the 
auxiliary channels This current is then applied to the 
indicators 

"Automatic Radio Diroction Indicator System" 

ABSTRACT 

In a right-loft indicating direction finder systom, a 
non-dirootional antonna; a directional antonna; a radio fro- 
quonoy omplifior for oaoh of said antennae; an electro- 
mechanical indicator having fixed members and unrostrainod 
•movable members; circuit connections from said radio fre- 
quency amplifiers to said fixed and to said movable members 
for applying radio frequency signals thereto; said movable 
and fixod members coacting on oaoh other to produce a 
rotation of said movablo members to indicate the relative 
values of tho signals in said amplifiers when energy is 
being rocoivod from each o?n said antennae and to maintain 
said movablo mombor at its zero position when energy is 
received from said non«directional antenna and substantially 
no energy is rocoivod from said directional antonna. 



i 
I 

I 

Juno &, 1342 Assignee: • U.S. Pat^ No, 
Loronz 2,285,081 

ijorthoid, H. 

i "Direction Finding Roooivor" j 

A BPfflB A/im 
njjUiAftVX 

I 

? 
A direction finding receiver comprising a radio receiver, 

a bi-directional antonna and an auxiliary non-diroctional 
antonna for this rocoivor, an aporiodic amplifier for such 
auxiliary ent.onna. a chango-ovar switch movablo into different 
positions for connection of such auxiliary antennas corres- 
ponding to null finding and sensing operations. The auxiliary 
antonnns nro int-o?-con2ico*cd to the receiver v/hich is sensi^ 
tivo for null-positions. 

Juno 23, 1942 Assignoo: U.S. Fat. No. 
2,287,623 

Klein, N.E. 

"Direction Finding Apparatus" 

ABSTRACT 

An indicating dovico comprising an electromagnet 
rotatablo about an axis adjacent ono end thoroof, moans for 
producing cyclical curront variation© in said olootromagnct, 
moans for rotating said olootromagnct conductive material 
which has the characteristic of producing localizod magnetic 

| polos whoso oriontation is dotorminod by tho periodicity of 
If said curront variations and tho rate of rotation of said 
* elootromagnot, said disc being mountod substantially porpon- 
& dicular to tho axis of rotation of said oloctromagnot, and 

a rotatablo indicating magnet positionally responsivo to tho 
f orientation of said localized polos in said disc and mountod 

.,        so that said disc is botwoen said olectro-magnot and said 
ft      " indicating magnet* 
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Aug. 25, 1942 Assignee: U.S. Pat. No 
2,293,739 

Komp. R.J. 

"Radio Direction Findor" 

ABSTRACT 
1 

A direction findor including, in combination, e pair of 
crossed pattorn directional aorial systems, a pair of channels 
having substantially oqual phase shifts and amplification 
factors respectively coupled to said pairs of aerials, a 
cathode ray"tubo including doflooting oloments and anode and 
cathode oiootrodes, moans for applying the signals from said 
pair of channels respectively to tho deflecting olomonts of 
said tube, a high tohsion powor source for said tubo including 
a potontiomotor, moons oonnoctlng tho anodo and cathode oloc- 
trodes of said cathode ray tubo to said potontiomotor, an 
olootron dlsohargo devioo including a cathodo and anodo con- 
nected to said potontiomotor. and means for applying tho 
rocoivod signals to said devioo so that tho connection of the 
cathodo and anodo of said olootron discharge device to said 
potontiomotor offers an impedance varying as a function of 
said rocoivod signal amplitude 

Sept; 8, 1942 Assignoe: U.S. Pat. No. 
Wostinghouse Eloc.       2,£uo,412 

Little, D.G. 

-Radio Diroction Findor" 

ABSTRACT 

In a system for visually indicating tho magnitude and 
phaso relationship of oloctrioal currents, a source of 
current to bo indicated, a cathodo ray tube having principal 
oloctrodos for producing and directing a beam ul cathodo 
rays upon a scroon, said oiootrodes being continuously 
energized to projoot a continuous boom on said screen, 
moans for deflecting said boom radially with rospoot to tho 
center of said screen at a uniform rate in a circular path 
and an auxiliary ring-shaped olootrodo positionod within 
said tubo botwoon said dofIceting moans and said scroon, 
said olootrodo having a diamotor larger than that of said 
circular path, and concentric therewith, circuit means for 
connecting said souroo botwoon said auxiliary olodtrods 
and one of eaid principal oioctrodoa. 
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Sept. 29, 1942 Assignee; U*S. Pat. No. 
Borlin-Wausoo 2,297,249 

Rungc, W. 

"Doublo Frame Dlrootion Finder with Visual Indicator" 

ABSTRACT 

A dirootion finding system in which the output of one 
directional antenna and the phase difference of two other 
directional antonnae is applied to the indicator* 

Sept. 29, 1942 Assignee: U.S. Pat. No. 
2,297,414 

Janovsky, F. 

"Direction Finding System" 

ABSTRACT 

A direction findor system comprising a plurality of 
antenna elements, a main goniometer, and means for compensat- 
ing periodically roourring octantal errors in tho operation 
of said system caused by effeotive rotation of an antenna 

' having elements spaood an appreciable distance with respect 
| I to tho wavo~ioagfch of operation comprising an auxiliary 
! I goniometer, moans for oloctrioally coupling said goniometers 
' together in parallel, and transmission gearing having a ratio 
i of 1:5 to rotate said auxiliary goniometer five revolutions 

for oach revolution of said main goniometer and in the same 
; dirootion- 

1 * 
i 
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Oct. 6, 194.2 Assignee: U.S. Pat. No. 
j R.C.A. £,297,896 

Katzin, M. 

"V/ido Bank Electromagnetic Horn Antenna" 

J                                   ABSTRACT 
I ,   
| An antenna system comprising r. pair of olongatod horn 

antennae arranged side hy side and having their longitudi- 
nal axes arranged in the same direction, said antennae 

t » 

; 

boing spaced along tho direction of arrival of signals, 
ono from tho other, a distanyo equal to an odd multiplo, 
including unity, of a quarter of the operating wave-length, 
a transmission lino connecting said nnt.onnae together, and 
a transducor oonnootod to said transmission line at such 
point along said line that phase shift caused by said 
spacing is compensated. 

A radio boacon system comprising a pair of antennae eooh 
i designod to transmit substantially only horizontally polar- 

ized waves and spacod los3 than a half wavolongth apart at 
tho oporating frequency, means for energizing said antennae 
in phaso coincidence with energy of said oporating frequency 
characterized by a particular signal and moans for onorgizing 
said antennae in phase opposition with energy of said oporat- 
ing frequency characterized by a different signal, whereby 

i I four guiding oourses are provided consisting only of hori- 
zontally polarized onorgy waves. 
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Doc. 22, 1942 Assignee; U.S. Pat* No. 
F.T.R. 2,306,113 

Alford, A. / 
; * 

! | "Antonna System" 

I I     . ABSTRACT 
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Jan. 19, 1943 Assignee: U.S. Pat. No. 
Lear .avia Inc. 2,508,521 

Lear, W.P. 

''.automatic Radio Direction Finder•' 

..•oarpfD/, om 

In i-. directional radio system: a nGA-uirsetionai antenna; 
a rotatable directional antenna; a local source of low fre- 
quency current; receiver means including circuit connections 
to said anauencv control signal of phase corresponding to the 
sense of off-null deviation of a»id rotatable directional 
antenna with respect to the uncoming direction of radio waves 
received bv the antennae; reversible nctcr means: a clutoh for 
coupling said motor means with said directional antenna; and. 
selective, electronic control means in circuit with said 
clutoh and responsive to said current source and control sig- 
nal in accordance with the relative phase relations thereof 
for producing a corresponding control current to engage said 
clutch to rotate said directional antenna until it assumes a 
substantially null signal relation with respect to the 
received radio waves. 

1 Fob. 2, 1942 Assignee: U.S. Pat. No, 
l/ostinghouso 2,310,052 

Bartholyj F?E, 
I ' 

"Radio Dirootion Finding Systom" 

ABSTRACT 

A dirootion finding systom consisting of a loop antenna 
and mochanical oscillator. 
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Mar.  2,  1943 Assignee: U.S. Pat, No, 
2,312,421 

Kosoiuai.ud.or,  K. 

"Direction Finding System" 
i 

ff  * —— 

£ In a direction finding system, a directional antenna 
system, a non-dirootional antonna system, moans for coupling , 
said systoms comprising an asymmotrio high frequency lino 

f »        having a grounded *£.£  an ungrounded conductor, a transformer • 
I having a primary winding in circuit with said diroctional ) 

antonna system and a pair of socondary windings, said J 
| socondary windings being wound in opposition to oaoh other, '; 

I a connection joining adjacent onds of said windings with ! 
| i the ungroundod conductor of said lino, the outer terminals 

of said windings boing connootod to said grounded conductor, 
J I a goniometer fiold coil oonnootod in sorios in said un- 
i i groundod conduotor, a choko coil connected across said 

| field coil, said non'-dirootionol antenna systom boing con- 
{ noctod to the middlo point of said choko ooil. 
I 

i|   . ,  
I >     i 

} Mar. 9, 1943 Assignees U.S. Pat. No. 
I I F.T.R. 2,313,047 
i - Busignios, H.G, 

i= i • 
"Direction Finding Systom" - 

ABSTRACT 

liJnorgy rocoivod by a non-directional antonna is fed to 
tho rccoiver. Also fed is the onorgy received by a diroc- 
tional antonna which is correctod alternately in phaso and 
90° out of phase with the non-diroctionol antonna. The 
recoivor output is couplod to the indicator* 

• il 

'I 
i 
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Mar. 16, 1943 Assignee: U.S. Pat, No. 
R.C.A. £,314,029 

Bond, D.S. 
Carlson, W.L. 

"Self-Orienting Radio Direction binder' 

ABSTRACT 

In a radio direction finder, the combination of a direc- 
tive antenna, a non-directive antenna, an amplifier connected 
to said directive antenna, said amplifier including means for 
shifting the phase of the amplified currents in a constant 
direction independently of their frequency, a modulation 
current- source, a balanced modulator connected to said source 
and supplied with high frequency currents dsrivsd from said 
directive antenna for modulating said last mentioned derived 
currents to produce currents of side band frequency, a radio 
receiver, means for applying a carrier frequency current 
derived from said non-directive antenna and currents of side 
band frequency derived from said directive antenna to said 
receiver. 

March 16, 1943 Assignee; U.S, Pat. No. 
R.C.A. 2.314.093 

Landon, V.D. 
!  « 
! "Automatic Radio Direction Findor" 

ABSTRACT 

Outputs of two dirootional antenna are modulatod 
soparatoly by balanced modulators. Tho domodulatod voltage 
from tho uutput of tho rocoivor is usod to control tho 
modulation for equal modulation of tho two signals, 

1 
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.r.ttg. 10, 1943 assignee: U.S. Pat. ITo, 
8,326,337 

DiRenzo, S. 

•Radio Compass Direotion Finder" 

ABSTRACT 

In a radio direction finder for ships, a loop antenna, 
a vertically extending shaft arranged to support and rotate 
said loop antenna, a housing containing gyro compass repeater 

i mechnnissij said housing being directly and rigidly attached 
to said shaft; the vertical axes of said housing and said 
shaft being in alignment, so that said shaft and said housing 
rotate concentrically on a common vertical axis, a calibrated 

V scale, a fixed index adjacent to said calibrated scale, a 
\ second vertical shaft. 

• 

r 
i 

•    • 
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Sept. 14. 1943 Assignee: U.S. Pat. No. 
2,329,199 

Hef«5ler f«J. 

"Right-Left Direction Finder System" 

ABSTRACT 

In a directional system: a loop antenna mounted on a 
moving vehicle and rotatable with respoot to the direotion 
to the transmitter station of the received signals as the 
direction of travel of the vehicle changes with respect to 
£•!» mm        ^ £__«*_£• £   mtmkwk        4-.=.        & U~        &«AS» — M   mm mm M mm mm        mm*, mm mV .1   mm mm        tm. «*        4* U .*        <MA A#>4 WAfl tne direction i>o iae sraaam i cG*ag smanw w mo A<=W-J-. vw»* 
signal for receiving signals in the radiation field varying 
in magnitude in accordance with the relation of the plane of 
it*    1 —.*»-.    •«-«.     4-\mm.    J4«^A+ln^     ••*»    tka     fnanaml +4"4 «r»    a + a+•. 4 fttfl •     ft miV.v    jmU^JX-i     mi\j     uuo    uuievviwu     wvJ     vuw     »»fJli--iini MiiAiii)    vww^UU,     » 

non-directional antenna for receiving signals fro® the same 
station; an amplifier connected to said loop antenna; an 
amplifier connected to said non-directional antenna; a 
cathode ray tube having a first and second pair of deflect- 
ing plates. 

•i. 

Juno 1, 1943 Assignee: U*S. Pat. No. 
Intn'l S.E. Co. 2,334,247 

Busignios, H*G. 

"Dotoctod Signal Diroction Pindor" 

ABSTRACT 

A diroction finding systom including an effectively 
rotatablo recoiving antenna, a receiver coupled to said 
antenna, a cathode ray indioater, moans for causing a radial 
displacement of tho oathodo ray beam of said indicator, a 
detector in the output of said rocoivor for producing a 
detected onvolopo pattorn of energy derived from said 
antenna, said detootor boing of the type which produces 
at tho output thoroof only one of the upper and lower halves 
of tho rooaivod carrier wave and moans for applying said 
dotootod envolopo together with tho carrier frequency to 
said moans for causing radial displacement of said beam, to 
produoo an illuminated pattorn on the screen of said cathode 
•naif   +i.\\(. 
*V*J Vmmmf\m m 
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Dsc. £8, 1943 Assignee: U.S.Fat. No. 
R.C.A. 2,337,964 

Blodgett, E.D. 

"Direction Finder" 

ABSTRACT 

A radio direction finder including two rotatable direc- 
tive antennas arranged at right angles to eaoh other and a 
non-directive antenna, two azimuth scales displaced by 90 
degrees with respect to each other and rotatable with said 
directive antennas, a switch arranged to select either of 
said directive antennas, a second switch arranged to control 
the connection of said non-directive antenna, and a shutter 
arranged to expose selectively either of said azimuth scales 
according to the positions of said switches. 

Aug. 29, 1944 Assignee: U.S. Fat. No. 
uendix Aviation Corp.      2,356,922 

'p      5,        Eltgroth, G.V. 

"Direction Finding Apparatus" 

ABSTRACT 

In a radio direction finder including a directional 
antenna, a non-direotional antenna, a switching oscillator, 

fr a modulator and a demodulator, said radio direction finder 
A providing at the output of the demodulator an alternating 

voltage at the frequenoy of the switching oscillations which 
reverses in phase with respect to the switching osoillator 

i;» output voltage as the directional antenna is rotated through 
the position of zero signal pickup; a plurality of grid 
controlled gas discharge tubes having a cathode, a control 
grid and an anode, a current responsive control device con- 

* neoted into eaoh of the anode circuits of said tubes, means 
for supplying energy at the frequency of said switching 

I. oscillator output to the anode circuits of said tubes. 
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Oct. 17, 1944 Assignee; U.S. Pat. No. 
R.C.A. 2,360,810 

Carlson, W,L. 
P.nn A      T> _ S, i . v .i-- * 

"Self-Orienting Radio Direction Finder" 

ABSTRACT 

In a radio direction finder including an indicator, the 
method of determining direction which comprises deriving a 
current of carrier frequency from a signal wave whose wave 
front is to be determined, deriving communication signals 
from said wave, deriving a second oarrier current, modulating 
said second carrier current by a modulation current, eliminat- 
ing said second carrier current, deriving currents cf side 
band frequenoy from said modulated currents, combining said 
currents of side band frequency and said first-mentioned 
carrier currents, obtaining from said combined currents a 
modulating frequency current. 

Nov. 7, 1944 Assignee: U.S. Pat* No. 
Sperry Gyroscope        2,361,956 

iioseley, F.L. 

"Automatic Position Indicating System" 

ABSTRACT 

In an automatic position indicating system, a directional 
antenna, motive means for orienting said antenna, a radio 
receiver fed from said antenna, motive means for tuning said 
receiver, commutating means for controlling said last named 
motive means, and means associated with said commutating 
means for tuning said receiver in sequence to a plurality of 
stations; s*.id first named motive means acting to turn said 
directional antenna toward said stations in 3equenoe and for 
predetermined periods in respective synchronism with the 
tuning-in of these stations* 
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Assignee: 
.0.  cossor Ltd. 

U.S. Pav. No. 
£,365,116 I 

1 

Dec,  12,  1944 

Straffor, F.R.W. 

".Sleotrieal Apparatus" 

ABSTRACT 

A direction finder radio receiving system comprising a 
pair of half wave dipoles spaced half a wavelength apart, a 
pair of feeders- having their input ends oonneoted one to 
each dipole and their output ends oonneoted to.each other, 
a second pair of feeders, one having its input end connected 
to the Junction of said first pair of feeders and the other 
having its input end connected to a topping on one of said 
first pair of feeders, a radio receiver, and switching 
means to connect said.reoeiver alternately to the output 
end of either of said second pair of feeders. 

i Bee. 19, 1944 Assignee: U.S. Pat. No. 
' I Lear Avia Inc. 2,365,347 

I t Lear, Y/.P. 
! 
( "Radio Direction Indicator System" 

! I ABsmaCT 
1 I 

In combination with a rotatabie directional antenna a 
reversible electric motor for controlling the rotation of 
said antenna; mechanism for manually rotating said antenna 

! | comprising a crank, a cable joining said crank with said 
antenna and a member normally uncoupling said crank from 
said oable; and an electromagnetic dutch in circuit with 
said motor mechanically coupling said antenna and motor when 
said motor is energized to rotate the antenna and normally 
uncoupling said motor from the antenna when the motor is 
deenergized. 

II    • 
11 
*•*-< 

11 
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Feb. 13, 1945 Assignee: U.S. Pat. Nc. 
Sperry Gyroscope £,369,132 

Browder, J.3S. 

"Radio Direction Finder" 

In a radio receiving circuit, a shiftable directional 
receiving antenna, a low frequency source, means for modulat- 
ing tfc.e radio frequency output of said antenna at the fre- 
quency of said source, a second receiving antenna, a receiver 
having an input jointly derived from the modulated output of 
said first antenna and the unmodulated output of said second 
antenna, said two antennae receiving waves from the same 
source, means for selecting from the output of said receiver 
a component having a frequenoy twice the frequency of said 
low frequenoy source means conneoted to said receiver output 
for shifting said direotional antenna toward a predetermined 
position. 

July 10, 1945 Assignee: U.S. Pat. No. 
,- 2,379,909 

,        Kilpatriok, E.L. 

"Determining Vertical Angles of Incidence of Radio Waves" 

ABSTRACT 

A loop system for measuring the vertical anglo of inci- 
dence of energy waves, having a planar axis mounted in the 
vertical plane of incidence of the waves and tiltable about 
an axis perpendicular thereto, and comprising a pair of 
identioal loop antennas mounted in symmetrical co-planar 
relation on opposite sides of said planar axis with their 
plane rotatable about said planar axis a receiver counected 
to receive voltages from said two loops in mutually sub- 
tracting relation, said loop-plane being rotated about said 
planar axis to orient the loops in a flux cutting position 
which may be their maximum flux cutting position in said 
energy waves. 
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Sept, 4, 1945 Assignee; U,S. Fat. No. 
Leur Ine9 2,364,317 

Lear, W.P. 

"Radio Direction Finding System" 

ABSTRACT 

In a radio directiflmal system, a non-directional antenna 
and a radio frequency amplifier coupled thereto, a rotatable 
direotional loop antenna, a balanced modulator stage respon- 

! 

* 

! - 

I 

I ?* 

1 aivo to aiguaxs xt:Om  said loop antenns.; neons for biasing 
said modulator stage to substantially near cut-off, a con- 
trol signal oscillator in circuit connection with said 

j modulator stage to modulate radio frequency signals received 
!by said loop antenna, means inoluding circuit connections 

for coupling the output of said modulator stage to said 
radio frequency amplifier, means responsive to the output 

[ of said radio frequency amplifier for indicating the direo- 
i tion of the radio waves. 
f 

i 

•: 

Jan. 8, 1946 Assignee: U.S. Pat* No. 
2,393,420 

.        Steinfeofff, J.R. 

I I  '        "Apparatus for Radio Direction Finding" 

Mnni-" m • • • 

In a radio directional receiver having directional pick- 
up means for receiving signals from a distant transmitter, 
an electrioal indicating Instrument having an indicator 
pointer, means responsive to said signal for rotating said 
indioator pointer, a normally fixed adjustable compensating 
coil in said instrument, meana maintained in fixed position 
relative to the indicator pointer for creating a magnetic 
field, said adjustable coil being positionable in said 
instrument so as to react in said magnetic field for the 
purpose of retarding or acselerating the rotation of the 

'        indicator pointer to compensate for errors caused by ab- 
sorption or reflection of radio waves in the proximity of 

I said piok-up means. 
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Jan. 22, 1946 Assignee: U.S. Fat, No, 
Collins 2,393,353 

v/irkler, W.H. 

"Method end Apparatus for Medium and High Frequency Direction 
Finders'* 

I *~ ABSTRACT 
 "" 

In a direction finder system a three pair direetionally 
disposed antenna arrangement comprising radio frequency energy 

i        collecting means. central station apparatus, conductors lead- 
ing from said central station apparatus to said radio fre- 
quency energy collecting means, amplifiers interposed between 
the ends of said conductors and the radio frequency energy 
collecting means constituting eaoh of said antenna systems, 
said amplifiers eaoh including multi-grid balanced eleotron 
tube circuits, connections between certain of said grids 

| with said radio frequency energy collecting means, a source 
i of heterodyne injection voltage in said central station 

apparatus, and means interconnecting said souroe of hetero- 
dyne injection voltage with others of the grids of said 
balanced amplifier circuits. 

Harch 5, 1946 Assignee-; U.S. Pat. No. 
U.SSN. 2,395,871 

Kilpatrick, S.L. 
Houghton, J.W. 

"System for Determining Dimensional Angle of Approaoh or 
« mi • uoilun ?»««-<»«»«— of Radio Waves" 

ABSTRACT 

The antenna system consists of a pair of electrically 
identical loops having their planes located in electrical 
symmetry on opposite side of the axis. The method or detec- 
tion consists in rotating these loops till identical signals 
are received by the two loops. 

en 
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Mar* 28, 1946 Assignee: U.S. Pat, 2*o. 
U.S» Government 2,337,128 

Cole, E. 
HcCoy, S. 

"Radio Adapter Unit" 

ABSTRACT 

An antenns S'-'stera with nor© or less cardioid response 
pattern and means of periodically switching this pattern 
through 160° ie U3ed. v/nen the approaching wavefront is 
not parallel to th6 antenna, then the output becomes 
modulated, the modulation frequency depending on the rate 
of switoning and the direction of the wave-front. The 
modulating envelope is recovered and applied to the in- 
dicating device. 

Apr. 16, 1946 Assignee: U.S, Pat. No. 
R.C.A, 2,398,551 

*        Norton, L.E. 

"Direction Finder" 

ABSTRACT 

The antenna system consists of a number of spaoed an- 
tennas eaoh comprising a series of isolated conductors of 
relatively short length oompared to the wave length of the 
highest frequency at whioh the system is to operate. A 

| signal differing in frequency from the arriving carrier 
'f wave is radiated and the resulting field produces in the 

various antennas signals corresponding to the strength at 
I that point. After filtration and detection the phase of 

the best frequency in the various antennae is compared. 
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Apr. .16, 1946 Assignee; USS, Pata No, 

R.C.A. 2,398,552 
Norton, L»E. 

"Direotion Finder" 

AB3TRACT 

The antenna system and the receiver are similar J:o No, 
2.398.551, In this case the phase of the different signals 
is compared by a device which indicates the quotient of the 

' phase diirerences ox three filter outputs.  The indioator 
device gives the geometric sum of the two quotients. 

July 16, 1946 Assignee: U.S. pat. Mo. 
Int'l. S.E. Corp, 2,403,967 

i        Buslgnies, H.G., 

- W - 

ir 

! 
"Radio Direction Finder" 

ABSTRACT 

[Rotating antenna picks up the inooming signal, the am- 
plitude of which depends on the direction or the incoming 
wave. This signal modulates a radio fre<;*i«r»ey carrier which 
after detection is applied to the indioator* ; 
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July 16, 1946 Assignee: U.S* Fat. No« 
2,404,012 

Worall, R.W, 

]., -Radio Direction Finder" 

Direotion finder means, comprising a shielding housing, 
a detachable vertical shielding tube rotatably mounted there- 
on, a horizontal shielding tube detachably mounted at its 
longitudinal center on said vertical tube, an upper and a 
lower vertical detachable collector secured at each end on 
said horizontal shielding Uube and insulated therefrom and 
from each other, a oonduotor inside said horizontal shield- 
ing tube connecting each said upper oolleotor to said lower 
collector at the opposite end of said horizontal shielding 
tube, insulating guide means to rotate the common plane of 
said oonduotors from the vertical at each end of said hori- 
zontal shielding tube to the horizontal at its center two 
down leads extending through said vertical shielding tube. 
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AUK. 6. 1946 Assignee: U*S. Pat. No. 
2;405,£C3 

Goldstein, M.K. 

"Phase Type Direct Indicating Direction Finder" 

ABSTRACT 

Means for determining the direction of a radio wave, 
comprising a pair of spaced antennas, means modulating the 
voltage induced by said wave in one of said antennas with a 

| low frequency voltage, means superimposing on the resulting 
voltage, the voltage induced in the other of said antennas, 
moans amplifying the resultant of said superimposed voltages, 
and phase detecting means deriving from said amplified 
voltage a voltage having the frequency of said modulating 
voltage, and the amplitude of which is direotiy proportional 
to the sine of the angle of phase difference between said 

r        voltages induced in said antennas. 

*  « UN 
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Aug. 27, 1946 Assignee: U.S. Pat. No. 
United Air Lines 8,406,406 

Sandretto, P.O. 
Buckt.hal, E.P. 

"Radio Direction Finder" 

% ABSTRACT 

Two loop antennas are rotated at a constant speed. The 
^ signals received coupled in turn to a signal received by a 

non-directional antenna in parallel and anti-parallel rela- 
tions and thru?, coupled to a receiver which in turn is 
coupled to an indicator. 

i \ 
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Aug. 27, 1946 Assignee: U.S. Pat. No. 
Hazeltine Res. 2,406,468 

\      « Laughlin, B.D. 

I ''Direction Indicating System" 
i 

ABSTRACT 

In a radiant energy system of the type which effects 
the translation of direction-indicating modulation signals 
at least one of which is of pulse wave form over at least 
two space paths extending between an antenna of one antenna 

\- system and individual spaced antennas of another antenna 
system, a direction-indicating device for indicating with 
relation to a predetermined reference plane the direction 
of one of said antenna systems relative to the other com- 
prising; means for receiving 3aid modulation signal of 
pulse wave form translated over one of said space paths, 

> means responsive to the modulation signal translated over 
the other of said space paths for providing a reference 
signal of saw-tooth wave form having a characteristic 
which varies with time. 
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ioag. 27, 1946 assignee: U.S. Pet. No. 

United Airlines, Inc«      2,406,637 
oandretto, P.O. 
Buokthal, P. 

-Radio Direction Finder-' 

In a radio direction finder system having an antenna 
} station and a remotely located control station connected by 
;    »        *i transmission line the combination of  rotat-able direo- 
i | tional antenna means at said antenna station, radio receiver 
I I means at said antenna station including a plurality of 
( channels respectively tuned to receive signals of different 
' pre-selected frequencies picked up by said antenna means, 
J | moans nt said control station for selectively imposing on 

said tranami salon line control signals of a predetermined 
frequency having preselected characteristics, means at said 
antenna station responsive to said control signals for 
selectively connecting between said transmission line and 
said antenna means a selected one of said channels of said 

j receiver. 

I. * 
I 
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Sept. 24, 1946 assignee: U.S. Pat. No. 
Intn'1. S.E. Corp.        2,408,039 

Busignies. H.G. 
t 
i 

••iSleotronio Rotation Direction Finder1' 

ABSlftkCT 
|   
h k  direction finder comprising an aerial system means 
I for producing an effective rotation of said aerial system to 
I produce an indicating voltage dependent upon the effective 
\ angular position of said aerial system with respect to a 

source of radiation, a cathode ray tube indicator having an 
I electrode system for producing a cathode ray beam, means for 

Producing s rotation ox said cathoo^* rsy beam in timed rsla— 
Ition with effective rotation of said aerial system, means 

comprising a saw-tooth oscillation generator having a period 
equal to a predetermined number of rotations of said beam 
for causing a velooity modulation of said beam to produce 

»        a lateral deviation of said beam, and means comprising an 
electrode controlled by said indicating voltage for control- 
ling the intensity of said beam for applying 3aid indicating 
voltage to said cathode ray tube to obtain a direction 

,        indication. 

I i 
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Sept. £4, 1312 assignee? U.S. Pat. No. 
I.ntn,l. 3.E. Corp.        2^408,040 

Busignies, H.G. 

"Distorting Direction Finder Receiver 

H  direction finder comprising means for producing an 

rotation, a cathode ray indicator comprising means for pro- 
ducing an electron beam, means for rotating said beau in 
predetermined time relation with the effeotive rotation of 
said antenna, means for applying signals of said envelope to 
said indicator during substantially the entire time of each 
rotation of said beam to produce radial displacement of the 
electron beam during rotation, and means for accelerating 
said radial displacement with envelope amplitude changes, 
comprising an electron tube having a sharply rising output 
with change in input voltage, said tube being conductive for 
substantially all values of input voltage. 

Sept. 24, 1948 assignee: U.3, Pat. No. 
F,T.R. 2,408,041 

t        Busignies, H.G. 

'Instantaneous Visual Direction Finder1' 

ABSTRACT 

h.  direction indicating arrangement including cathode 
ray tube, comprising an electron gun for producing a cathode 
ray beam, defleoting means for producing a rotation of said 
eledtron beam, and a pair of radial deflection electrodes 
arranged iu  the path of said beam, ens of said electrodes 
iT-slng ~f hollow frusto-conioal shape and the other electrode 
being of substantially ooaicai shape sc that the said cathode 
ray beam, while rotating passes through the annular space 
between said electrodes receiver means including effectively 
rotating directional antenna means and means for detecting 

'        signals received by said antenna means, and means for apply- 
ing a potential proportional to said detected signals between 
said radial deflection electrodes, whereby said beam may be 
deflected over the soreen of said oathode ray tube to produce 

,        a relatively sharp visual direotion indication tnereon. 
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I.' Sept. 24, 1946 ^sBi^aee: U.S. Pat. No. 
1 Collins 2,408,116 
{ Wirklar, W.H. 

I 'Usimttth Radio Direction Finding System' 

; *BSTRi>CT I  . ___ 
r ik direction finding system comprising a plurality of 
' stationary geographically spaoed receiving antennas, en injec- 

tor antenna centrally disposed with respect to said receiving 
antennae, means for electrically exoiting said injector an- 
tenna for impressing heterodyning energy upon said plurality 
of geographically spaced receiving antbnnae, independent, 
receiving clrouits connected with said plurality of geographi- 
cally spaced receiving antennae, a polyphase circuit inter- 
connected with the outputs of said independent receiving 
circuits, an angularly shirtable indicator, and means for 
magnetically controlling said indloator connected with said 
polyphase oirouit whereby said indicator may be moved to a 
position corresponding to the position of a radio transmitting 
source with respect to said stationary geographically spaced 
receiving antennae. 

I 
5 I Sept. 24,, 1946 assignee: U.S. Pat. No. 

Collins 2,408,119 
Uirkier, 17.H. 

•Heterodyne Radio Direction Finding System • 

iiBSOSuCT 

i In a radio direction finding system, the method of deter- 
* mining the radio frequency t;«jae-phase of signal voltages 
I induced in different parts of a directional antenna system 

which comprises supplying radio frequency energy locally in 
; equal relation to the different parts of the antenna system 

for inducing therein second voltages of like phase charac- 
teristics, the frequenoy of said locally supplied energy 

£ being different from that of the signal energy in a rela- 
Etively small degree, separately mixing the voltages induced 

in each part of the antenna system to obtain separate low 
frequency components the phase relation of which ie the same 

* as that of the signal voltages induced in the different parts 

i 
I 
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Sept. 24, 1946 Assignees U.S. Pat. No. 
Collins 3,408,120 

Wirkler, W.H. 

'Radio Direotion Finding System1' 

ABSTRACT 

In a radio direction finding system, a directional 
antenna system including at least two receiving antennae, 
two separate receiving circuits, commutator means for 
alternately connecting said receiving circuits individually 
to each of said reoeiving antennae, means cooperatively 
energized by the outputs of both said receiving circuits 
for producing a voltage proportional to the phase difference 
of the signals received at the respeo^ive antennae, and 
visual indicating msans energized by said voltage with said 
commutator means producing a reversal in the sense of the 
Indication of said voltage upon the alternate connection of 
said reoeiving circuits with respect to said antenna©. 

Sept. 24, 1946 assignee: U.S. Patt No. 
Collins 2,408,121 

Wirkler, w.H. 

'Direotion Finding System with Frequency Shift'-' 

AB3TP.ACT 

In a heterodyne radio direction finding system includ- 
ing at least two reoeiving antennas and superheterodyne 
receiving circuits, locally energized injeotor antenna 
means ooupled in like relation to said receiving antennas, 
eaoh of said super-heterodyne receiving circuits having 
components of intermediate frequency derived from signal 
energy and from injected energy, means for producing an 
indicating direct voltage proportional to the phase differ- 
ence in the currents at the outputs of the superheterodyne 
receiving circuits, and visual indicating means energized 
by said voltage; the method of maintaining the significant 
phase difference in said output currents substantially 
•equal to an off-bearing phase difference in signal waves 
incident at said receiving antennas. 
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Sept. 24, 1S46 Assignee: U.S. Pat. No, 
Collins 2,408,12:2 

K VJirkler, W,E. 
1 4 -'Heterodyne Direction Finder with Single Receiver- 
S 
I ABSTRACT 
m: 

In a heterodyne radio direction finding system, in 
I combination: a directional antenna system, including a pair 

of signal receiving antennae and a locally energized injec- 
% tor antenna coupled in like relation to both said receiving 

antennae; a receiving circuit including detector means; 
switching means for connecting said receiving circuit alter- 
nately with eaoh of said receiving antennae for producing 
heterodyne output beat frequency components, derived in said 
detector means from received signal energy and energy from 
said injector antenna, and varying in phase relation as the 
signals received at the respective receiving antennae; said 
beat frequency components being interrupted at the frequency 
of said switching means and constituting amplitude modula- 
tion sidebands of the switohing frequency proportional in 
amplitude to the phase relation of said beat frequency 
components. 

Feb. 4, 1947 Assignee; U.S. Pat. No. 
E, 415 ,-088 

,        Bingley, E.H. Jr. 

"Radio Direction Finder- 

J--B3-IRACT 

A method of determining the azimuth angle between a 
ooieOtod   .l.iiio   oliu   tiio   path   Of   Suit   iuuCiuing   distant   radio 
wave, comprising the steps of collecting energy from said 
wave at two spaced points on said line determining a first- 
phase angle between the waves at the tvro said points of 
collection, collecting energy from said wave at two other 
points spaced from each other the same distance as are the 
first mentioned two points and on a line normal to said 
selected line midway between tne first mentioned two points4 
determining a second phase angle between the waves at the 

t second mentioned two points, determining the ratio between 
the said second ^hase angle and said first phase angle, 
which ratio evaluated the tangent of said Azimuth angle, 
and from said tangent determining said azimuth angle. 

.. Aft _ 
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Feb. 13, 194? Assignee: U.S. Pat. No. 
R.C.A. 2,415,954 

Luok, .D.G.C. 

"Radio Direction Finding• 

ABSTRACT 

A radio direction finder including an ^dcook array of 
spaced stationary antennas, a local radiation source coupled 
to said array, and a plurality of detectors, one connected to 
each diagonally related pair of antennas of said array, and 
one connected to a control antenna thereof, so as to derive 
from a wave of which the direction of arrival is to he 
determined, beat frequency voltages having amplitudes res- 
pectively proportional to the cosine and the sine of the 
angle of said direction or arrival witn respect to a 
refererce line, and a beat frequency voltage having en 
amplitude Independent of the angle of said direction of 
arrival; means for interpreting said beat frequency voltages in 
terms of an angle. 

Feb. 18. 1947 Assignee- U.S. Pat. Noe 
R.C.A. 3,415,955 

Luck, D.G.C. 

t        "Radio Direction Finding" 

ABSTRACT 

A radio direction finder including in combination an 
array of pairs of spaced stationary antennas, a local radia- 
tion source, and a plurality of radio receivers connected 
to said antennas v/hereby a wave arriving at said antenna 
array will produce a beat voltage at the output of each 
receiver having a frequenoy equal to the difference in the 
frequencies of the local souroe and the arriving wave, said 
beat voltages being related in phase in accordance with the 
direction of arrival of said wave, a limiter device con- 
nected in the output of eaoh of said reoeivors whereby the 
peaks of the waves of said beat voltages are dipped off at 
a constant amplitude, a cathode ray indicator including 

* pairs of deflecting elements and a control element, means 
for combining differentially the resulting waves derived 
from one pair of antennas and applying the resultant voltage 
to one pair of said deflecting elements. 
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Mar. 11, 1947 

Godet, S. 

"Pulse Direction Finder-' 

iissignee; 

ABSTRACT 

U.S.  jt'ati No. 
2,417.g43 

In combination, a radio antenna system having an axis 
of orientation, means to render said antenna system more 
responsive to waves from a direction at a small angle to 
said axis than from any other, means to rotate said direction 
about said axis of orientation,, means to radiate pulses and 
to reoeive echoes thereof on said antenna from a remote 
object, whereby said echoes vary cyclically in intensity in 
accord with said rotation and also vary in intensity in 
accord with the range of said remote object and in accord 
witn the variations in the reflecting surfaces of said 
object with movement thereof from which said echoes are 
received, means to maintain ins output from said receiving 
means within a narrow range of variation in intensity not- 
withstanding wide variation in range to said object. 
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Har, 11, 1947 

Luck, D.G.C. 

'Radio Direotion Finder' 

assignee: 
ivsVs.H* 

ABSIHACT 

U.S. Pat. No. 
2,417,310 

h.  radio direction finder including © receiver provided 
with automatic gain control means responsive with relatively 
slight delay to inoroase of signal and with relatively great 
delay to decrease of signal an auxiliary reotifier connected 
to said receiver and responsive with negligible delay to 
the amplitude of the output thereof to provide a control 
voltage having a predetermined relationship to said ampli- 
tude, a voltage threshold device connected tv  said rectifier 
and responsive to said control voltage to provide output 
only when said oontrol voltage exoeeds a predetermined 
magnitude, and indicator means oonnected to said threshold 
device. *» radio direction finder including a radio receiver 
with automatio gain control, means responsive to the ampli- 
tude of the output of said receiver to provide a oontrol 
voltage proportional to said amplitude, and indicator and a 
threshold device connected tc said indicator. 

- 
m 
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itpril 1,  1947 assignee: U.S. Pat. Mo. 
U.S.   Government. 2.418.143 

••Signal Comparison System" 
f 

i33TRkCT 

; The receiving antonna for reflected energy have a 
; pattern slightly overlapping each other. The two antenna 
I are used alternately and signals applied to two indicators. 

! ^        ^  referenoe signal generated to get a standard indication. 

«**•• 

i i».pr. 1, 1947 assignee; U.S. Pat v. No. 
I R.C.A. 2,418,508 

^ Luck,  D.G.G. 

•'Radio Direction Finder1- 

•ABSTRACT 

The method of determining the elevation of arrival of 
electro-magnetic waves at a point comprising the steps of 

j r deriving from said waves a first voltage having an amplitude 
I ? whioh is a function of said elevation, deriving & seocnd 
i I voltage which is a smilar function of said elevation, times 

the cosine of the angle of said elevation, and determining 
the ratio or said first voltage to said second voltage. 
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U.S. Pat. Mo. 
£,419,945 

Hay 6, 1047 Assignee: 
.. B.TSL* 

Edwards, C.F. 

"High Frequency Direction Finder-' 

ABSTRACT 

automatic gain control provided in radar receiving 
circuits (two channels) for decreasing the 6ffect of fading, 

I 

' -i 

& 

1 

U.S. Pat. No. 
2,419,946 

Hay 6, 194? assignee; 
B.T,L. 

Edwards, C.F. 

"High-Frequency Direction Finder'1' 

ABSTRACT 

In combination with a system for determining the direc- 
tion of an incoming wave comprising a pair of receiving 
channels each having a separate automatic gain regulator 
controlled by the received energy, means for maintaining 
the gains in the channels equal and substantially independent 
of the arrival dirootion and fading of incoming wave com- 
prising a source of radio energy connected through paths of 
equal length to the ohannels for supplying to the channels 
control wave components each having a large magnitude 
relative to the incoming wave. 
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May 6, 1947 

Carlson j W*I*» 

"Direction Finder" 

Assignee; U„S. Pat. No, 
2,419,967 

*ncj TOAOT 

•H 

1 
I 
i 
I 

A radio direction finder comprising a directive antenna, 
a non-directive antenna, a generator of low frequency oscil- 
lations, reactance means in the circuit of one antenna, 
means for varying reactance in response to low frequency 
oscillations, means for combining the outputs of the 
antennae, a demodulating circuit connected to respond to 
combined antenna output, and an indicator responsive to the 
combined output of demodulating circuit and low frequency 
generator* 

Hay 6, 1947 

Hansell, C.W. 

"Sireotion Finding" 

Assignee: 
R.C.A. 

U.S. Pat. No. 
2,419,994 

ABSTRACT 

In apparatus of the class described at least two direc- 
tional pick-up devices in the field of a source of radiant 
energy, connections to one said pick-up for producing wave 
energy of a first frequency. Connections to the other for 
producing wave energy of a second frequency; their amplitudes 
depending on the position of the pick-up antenna with respect 
to said souroe. Both waves applied to an amplitude limiter 
to which is coupled-a wave length modulation detector output 
of this applied to an indicator* 
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Lay 13, 1947 Assignee: U.3. Pat* No. 

Greene, G.S. 

ABSgUCT 

Eadio direction finding apparatus, a directional antenna, 
means for tuning the directional antenna to a reference 
radio transmitter, a pair of balanoed carrier suppressor 
tube electrode assemblies, circuit means including a phase 
Inverting tube coupled to directional antenna and having a 
capacitive ooupling to oarrier suppressor tube electrode 
assemblies for exciting suppressor tube electrode assemblies 
in reverse signal phase from directional antenna, an oscil- 
lator oonneoted to alternately bias the suppressor tube 
electrode assemblies, an amplifier? a non-directional anten- 
na tunable tc the reference transmitter and capacitor means 
coupling the outputs of the suppressor tube electrode assem- 
blies and that of non-directional antenna to the amplifier. 
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U.S* Pat, No. 
2,420,439 

Hay 13, 1947 assignee? 

Morrison, U, 

Aircraft Range Finder an.d Direction Finder" 

In an apparatus for range-finding of a source of one 
frequenoy wave propagation comprising two wave receivers in 
space relation providing a base-line for range reokoning, a 
generator of selectable frequenoy providing heterodyning 
for each of the outputs of said rooeivers, a narrow-fixed 
band-pass filter for each of said outputs passing only the 
heterodyned frequency thereof, and a comparator for said 
filter outputs providing means conjointly with said base 
line to reckon the range of said source. 
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May 27,  .1947 

Busignies, H.G. 
Richardson. A.G. 

assigneei 
iv* T.R. 

'Direction Finding System1' 

ABSTRACT 

u.o. rat* iso* 
2,421,009 

>» direction finding system comprising a plurality of 
antenna elements arranged in a directive array, a direction 
finder reooiver disposed at a disto.neo from antenna elements, 
a plurality of high frequency tranamission lines smaller in 
number than number of antenna elements which extend from 
antenna elements to the receiver, a plurality of vacuum 
tube amplifiers conneoted to couple each antonna element to 
one of the linos at least two different antenna elements 
being tfeoreby coupled to a given lino, moans for supplying 
operating power to coupling amplifiers including separate 
conductors extending between individual amplifiers and a 
remote oontrol point, and switch means at control point for 
opening operating conductors to separately disable ampli- 
fiers. 

June 10, 1947 

Luck, D.G.C. 

''Radio Direction Finder' 

.assignee: U.S. Pat. No. 
2,422,026 

ABSTRACT 

1 

3£ 

E 

*•.  radio direction finder system inoluding a plurality 
of vertioal conductive rods disposed at a substantial eleva- 
tion above the ground surface, horizontal conductive members 
disposed with their midpoints respectively adjacent the 
lower ends of the vertical rods, transmission lines coupled 
to the respective lower ends and midpoints and extending 
vertically"downward to the ground surface, the transmission 
lines extending horizontally along the ground aurfaee to a 
point substantially equidistant from the vortical conductive 
rods. 

i_ 
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Juno 3.0, 1947 assignee; U.S. Pat. Ncr 
R.C.iv. 2,422,073 

Bond, D*S9 

"Radio Direction Finder' 

.a radio direction finder comprising orthogonally related 
directive antennas, three local oscillators, modulator 
arranged to combine the outputs of one pair of oscillators, 
modulator arranged to modulate the output of one of the 
antennas with the combined output of the pair of oscillators, 
a second modulator arranged to modulate the output of the 
other of the antennas with the oombined outputs of another 
pair of oscillators, a non-directive antenna, moans for com- 
bining the modulated outputs of directive antennas with the 
output of non-directive antenna, a radio receiver oonnocted 
to respond to the last mentioned combine? outputs, filter 
arranged to separate the different modulation components in 
the output of the receiver, demodulators connected to convert 
modulation components to alternating voltages having ampli- 
tudes proportional respectively to the amplitudes of the 
outputs of directive antennas. 

Juno 10, 1947 assignee: U.S. Pat. No, 
R.C.^. 2,422,096 

Trfansoll. C.V/. 

•'Direction Finding System- 

ABSTRACT 

The method of determining the azimuth of arrival of an 
olaotromagnotio wave comprising the steps of deriving from 
the wave two signals differently related in their amplitudes 
to the angle between the line of arrival of the wave and a 
reference direction, modulating the signals in opposite 
modulation phasess combining modulated signals to produoe a 
first modulator component related in amplitude to the sum of 
the amplitudes of the signals and a second modulation com- 
ponent related in amplitude to the difference of the 
amplitudes of the signals, amplifying the oombined signals, 
separating amplified modulation cexponents, controlling the 
amplification of combined signals in response to the magni- 
tude of one of the amplified components -t  and determining 
azimuth as a function of the magnitude of the other of the 
amplifiod modulation components• 
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Juno 10, 194? assignee; U.S, Pat. No, 
R,G,A. 2,422,107 

Luck, D.G.C. 

•'Radio Dirootion Finder1 

AB32BAOT 

A radio dirootion finder comprising a plurality of 
independent arrays of spaced antennae having different direo- 
tiyity patterns, separate channels associated with each array 
comprising means for deriving voltages related to each other 
in aocordanco with the differences in phase of the signals 
derived at the different antennas of an array from an inci- 
dent wave. *. bearing indicator, and moans responsive to the 
outputs of the arrays for connecting bearing indicator to bo 
aotivatod through one of the channels. 

June 10, 1947 assignee: U.S, Pat. No. 
R.C.A. 2,422,108 

Luck, D.G.C. 

"Radio Direction Finder" 

I ABSTRKCT 

A warning system for radio direction finders including 
orthogonally related horizontal dipole antennas, a vertioal 
antenna, a voltage responsive indioator, and switching means 
arranged to cyclically and successively connect antennas to 
indicator, A warning systom for radio direction finders 
including two horizontal dipoles arranged at right angles to 
eaoh other, a goniometer connected to tho  dipoles, moans for 
operating the goniometer to provide an output simulating 
that of a single horizontal dipole rotating about a central 
vortical axis, a vertioal dipole, an amplifier, periodic 

I switching means arranged to oonnect goniometer output and 
the vortical antenna cyclically and successively to the 
amplifier, a cathode ray tube provided with orthogonally 
disposed deflection moans, connections between the output 
of the amplifier and one of tho deflection moans, and a 
source of voltage of rectangular wave form connected to the 
other doflection means. 

1 
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June 10, 1947 Assignee: U.S. Pat. No, 
R.C.A. 3,428,109 

Luck, D.G.G. 

•Radio Direction Finding" 

AB81RA0T 

A system for recording the time and origin of radio 
transmission including a faeiramiio rccordor, a iaotor arranged 
to drive the rooordor, moans for producing alternating cur- 
rast synchronous with the scanning of the recorder, a plurality 
of antenna arrays at spaced points, moans associated with 
each of the arrays for providing a rotating directive pattern 
in response to the alternating current, a receivor connected 
to each of tho arrays so a3 to provide an output related in 
phase with tho alternating current in accordance with tho 
direction of wave arrival, means for produoing impulses in 
reeponao to tho output of each of the roooivors, of charac- 
teristics distinguishable from tho impulses produced in 
response to the output of each of tho other rooeivors. 

June 10, 1947 assignee: U.S. j?at. No, 
R.C..,. 2,422,123 

Norton, L.2. 

"Radio Direction Finding" 

ABSTRACT 

In combination with a direction finding system includ- 
ing a bilaterally responsive directional receiver system> 
a non-directive sense receiver system and azimuth indica- 
tion connected to the roceiver 3ystoms, moans for preventing 
response of the indicator to sky-wave signals comprising 
dotoccor connected to tho sense roceiver, impulse generator 
connected to tho detector, and means responsive to the 
impulse generator to substantially disconnect tho azimuth 
indicator from tho directional receivor at the end of a 
predetermined period after reception by the sense roceiver 
of tho initial portion of a signal. 
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Soriion, L.E* 

"Direotion Finder" 

Assignee: 
R.C.A* 

ABS'TRACT 

U.S. Pat. No. 
2,422.123 

A radio direotion finder including a directive antenna 
array, a radiation injection antenna, radio receiver connected 
to the directive array, a limiter connected to an intermediate 
frequency circuit of the receiver so an to provide intermed- 
iate frequency voitag3 with modulation removed, a local 
source of low frequency voltage, a balanced modulator con- 
nected directly to the limiter ana to low frequency source, 
a seoond balanced modulator connected through 90 degree 
phase shifters to the limiter a^d to low frequency source, 
a third balanced modulator connected diraefciy to the output 
circuits of first two balanced modulators, a fourth balanced 
modulator oonnected through a 90 degree phase shifter to the 
output circuit of first two balanced modulators, a beat fre- 
quency osoillator oonneoted through a phase shifting network 
to third and fourth balanoed modulators. 

ft 

1 

i 
1 
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June 24, 1947 

Earp, C.W. 
James, X«R.J. 
Cleaver, R.F. 

Assignee: 
Stan-. Tel. & 
Cables Ltd. 

U.S. Pat. No. 
2,423,064 

"Radio Direotion Finding Equipment" 

ABSTRACT 

In a radio direotion finder apparatus two spaced non- 
direotional aerials, two direotion finder equipments, an 
impedance bridge, means for coupling one aerial to a first 
arm of said bridge, means for coupling the other aerial to a 
seoond opposite arm of said bridge, impedances in the third 
and fourth arms of said bridge of such kind and magnitude as 
to balance said bridge, a connection from one pair of oppo- 
site corners of said bridge to one said equipment and a 
connection from the other pair of opposite corners of said 
bridge to the other said equipment. 

I 
I 
i 
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July 8,  3.947 Assignee: U.S. Fat. No. j 
B.T.L. S,483,437 

Budenboaii H-^T. 

"Direction Finder" i 

ABSTRACT 

The method of determining the sense and direction of an 
incoming wave which comprises obtaining two currents of the 

!   ^        ssuie frequsncy from two separately and non-directionaliy 
! absorbed components of said wave, producing a circular repre- 

» sentation of one of the currents and causing the other current 
j | to alter a particular point or portion of said representation 

f depending upon the phase relation of said components as 
! I absorbed. 
! i 

I 

L 
1. 

July 8.  1947 Assignee: U.S= Pat.  No. 
R.C.A. 8,423,583 

1 '•    a Shmiirak, B. 
Hulst, G.D. I  I     X 

I 
"Pulse Direction Finder System" 

ABSTRACT 

Receiving apparatus for reoeiving radio pulses, said 
apparatus comprising a pulse reoeiver, a cathode ray indica- 
tor tuba having a horizontal deflecting means and a vertical 
deflecting means, means for producing a sawtooth deflecting 
wave which may be made to recur in snychronism with the 
received pulses, said sawtooth wave having a gradually 
sloping portion and a steep return-line portion, means for 
applying said sawtooth wave to said horizontal deflecting 

11 means, means for producing periodically recurring electrical 
,• t pulses, each of substantially the same duration as one of 
',§ staid sawtooth wave portions and occurring simultaneously 
;| therewith, means for applying oaid last pulses to said 
1 vertioal deflecting means. 

mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmammmm   mi  mmwhwmmm 
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Aug. 5, 1947 Assi&i^s; U.S« Pat. Nc. 
FoT.R, 3,424,967 

Busignies, H.G. 

fj "Direotion Finding Syatam" 

ABS2PA0T 

A direotion finding system comprising directive antenna, 
means for effestively rotating the directivity thereof, means 
for .?oduoing a synchronising signal for controlling the 

^ rotating means, reoeiver and deteotor means coupled to the 
antenna, cathode ray indicating apparatus including means for 
producing an effectively rotating field therein in synchronism 
with the effective rotation of the antenna in response to a 
reoeipt of the s^aohronizing signal, and deflection means 
responsive to signals from the receiver and deteotor for 
setting up field variation within the oat&ode ray indicator 
corresponding to variations of the output of the receiver 
end deteotor for various angular positions of the effective 
rotation, and transmission line means connected at one end to 

».; the meanfl producing a synchronizing signal and at the other 
I end to the meana producing tin effectively rotating field* 
I 

i I Aug. 13, 1947 Assignee: U.S. Pat. No. 
~   ' R.C.A. a,425,383 

Luck, D.GoC. 

"Radio Direotion Finding" 

ABSTRACT 

A radio direotion finder system inoluding a wave collec- 
tor element, means for revolving the alement in a circular 
path about a fixed point whereby a signal picked up by the 
element is phase modulated at a frequency equal to the fre- 
quency of revolution of the element and in a phase determined 
by the azimuth of arrival of the signal, a cathode ray tube 
provided with orthogonally disposed deflection means, i*adial 
defleotion means and a beam intensity oontrol electrodet 
means for applying the phase modulated signal to the ortho- 

i gcnally related electrodes to produce circular defleotion of 
i the oathode ray beam of the tube whereby a circular scanning 

pattern is produced on the screen of the tube, a pulse gen- 
erator oonneoted to the radial defleotion means, means for 
controlling the generator to produce pulses at a repetition 
frequency substantially equal to the carrier frequenoy of the 

i   *        phase modulated signal. 
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Aug. 12, 1947 Assignee: U.S. Pat, No, 
Eg R.G.A. 2,425,385 
•& Norton | LsSs 

"Direction Finder" 

AB3TP4-1T 

In a radio direotion finder system providing phase modu- 
lation of the carrier of an arriving wave, the method of 
determining the azimuth of arrival of the wave, comprising 

"% the steps of locally generating an unmodulated voltage hav-        j 
ing a frequency equal to the frequency of the carrier, ] 
locally generating a second voltage having a frequency equal 
to the frequenoy of the phase modulation of tkv  carrier, 
further modulating the phaes modulated carrier with the 
second looally generated voltage9  adjusting the phases of 
the carrier and of the second locally generated voltage so 
that the superimposed phase modulations of the carrier are 
opposite, and measuring the magnitudes of the phase adjust- 
ments. 

Aug. 12, 1947 Assignee: U.S. Pat. No. 
R*C.A. 2,425,386 

1(»        Norton, L*E. 

"Direction Finder" 

ABSTRACT 

In a radio direotion finder system providing phase 
modulation of the carrier cf an arriving wave, the method of 
determining the azimuth of arrival of the wav6, comprising 
the Etsps of locally generating a modulated voltage having a 
frequency equal to that of the carrier of the wave, convert- 
ing the phase modulated signal to an intermediate frequency, 
continuously comparing the intermediate frequency voltage 
in phase to derive a third voltage having a frequenoy equal 

• to that of the phase modulation of the signal carrier, 
locally generating a fourth voltage of constant phase having 
a frequency equal to the phase modulation of the signal 

i        carrier, and comparing the phases of the third and fourth 
£ »•<•»*! •• *"» ^* A «r< 
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Agg. 12, 18-17 

Norton. L.E. 

"Direotion Finder" 

Assignee: 
n.C.A. 

ABSTRACT 

U.S. Pat. No* 
£,425,38? 

A radio direction finder system comprising a fixed 
antenna and a substantially resonant antenna, means for 
revolving the substantially resonant antennaebout the fixed 
antenna as a center, a radio receiver including a demodulator 
conneoted to the fixed antenna, means for locally generating 
an alternating voltage corresponding in instantaneous magni- 
tude to the angular position of the revoluble antenna with 
respect to a predetermined reference line, and means for 
comparing the phase of the voltage with the phase of the out- 
put voltage of the demodulator• 

1 
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Aug* 36, 1947 

Busignies. H.G. 

"Direction Finder" 

Aoo4 r»**A<A • 

FoT.R, 

ABSTRACT 

U.S. Pat. No. 
3,426,175 

In a direotion finder of the type having two spaced an- 
tenna means coupled together in phase opposition to provide 
a direotional antenna, a translator, a transmission line 
coupling the directional antenna system to the translator, 
an orani-direotional sensing antenna, and a a*cj:id trans- 
mission line for coupling the omni-direotional antenna to 
the translator> the combination of means for assuring in- 
phase relationship between energy from the omni-directional 
antenna and from the direotional antenna system in the 
traaiaia'fcor device, comprising a pair of concluotor lines 
forming at least a part of one of the transmission lines 
intermediate one of the antennae and the translator, the 
conductor lines differing in length, and being coupled to- 
gether co=phasally at their endswarrar.ged nearest the one 
antenna and in pbase opposition at their ends remote from 
one antenna. 
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Aug« 26. 1947 Assignee: U.S. Fat* «c. 
F.T.R. 2,426,175 

Budigaies, H»G. 

"Direction Under" 

AMTMC2! 

Sept. 23, 1947 Assignee; U.S. Pat. No. 
2,427,657 

g        Cule, R.I* 

"Radio Direction Finding Apparatus" 

ABSTRACT 

A direction finding radio system comprising in oombina- 
tion, a directional antenna, an omni-directional antenna, 
first switch means reoiprooating at a rate to produce 
visual persistence or an oscillograph screen for- combining 
the respective signal energies of the antennae in phase 
coincidence and phase opposition, a receiver for amplifying 
and rectifying the combined signal energies, an oscillograph 
having horizontal and vertical defleotlon means for indicat- 
Iing the comparative magnitudes of the comoined signal 

energies, a source of constant voltage connected to the 
horizontal deflection means of the oscillograph, second 

4 switch means connecting the combined signal energies to tiw 
vertical deflection means nf the oscillograph, and third 
switoh means connecting the constant voltage to the hori»pn- 
tal deflection means of the oscillograph. 

82 - 

I 
A direction finder system comprising directive moans 

for reoeiving energy polarized in a first given plane, 
indicator means for producing a direction indication in 
response to the received energy, means for receiving energy 
polarized in a second plane normal to the first piene, and 
means responsive to the energy polarized in the second plane 
for outting off energy from the indicator means whenever 
received energy polarized in the second plane exceeds a pre= 
determined level« 

i 



vSept. 22- 3.947 Assignee: 

Colton, R.B. 
Ccrput, R.V.D* 
Watson, P.2L 

"Radio Direction Finding System" 

ABSTRACT 

U.S. Pat, No, 
2,427,C50 

lleans for determining the direction of arrival of wave 
energy comprising: a collector having at least two co-planar 
directional elements coupled to a common receiver, the 
elements being so phasally related that the direction of 
maximum response of the collector is normally perpendicular 
to the plane thereof; means for so  dephasing the elements, 
relative to each other, as to cy3ioal.lv v/obbls the direction 
of maximum response symmetrically about the perpendicular, 
whereby a plurality of groups of signals is obtained each of 
whose amplitude is a function of the instantaneous direction 
of the direction of asximum response; metms for simultaneous; 
indicating the relative amplitudes of the groups of signals. 

> 

* 

Oct. 21, 1947 Assignee: 
Hazeitine Res, Corp, 

Loughlin, B.D. 

"Radiant-Energy Signel Direction Finder" 

U.S. Pat. No,, 
2,429,519 

ABS'JLHACU.' 

A direotion finder for determining the direction of 
reception of a particular radiant-energy signal comprising, 
a pick-up system having a directive pattern, moans for 
controlling the pick-up system to cause the directive pat- 
torn to rotate through a predetermined azimuth, line-tracing 
means, meuns for controlling the line-tracing means to trace 
a line at a frequency which is related to the frequency of 
rotation of the directive pattern by an intt^er greater than 
unity, and means responsive only to the amplitudes of signals 
picked up within a predetermined fractional portion of the 
azimuthal rotation for shifting the line traced by the line- 
tracing means in accordance therewith to trace at least a 
portion of the directive pattern. 
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Dec. 2, 1947 Assignee; U.S. Pat. No. 
Hazeltlne Res. Corp.       2,43i3989 

Gr&ib, J.F. 

"Radiated Signal Direction Finder" 

«' ABSTRACT 

A direction find©? comprising, a receiving pick-up 3ystem 
having a directive pattern, means for controlling the pick- 
up system to cause the directive pattern to rotate, a cathode 

\ ray tube line-tracing device, means for normally controlling 
the oathode ray of the devioe to trace a predetermined line 
in synchronism with the rotation of the directive pattern, 
means responsive to the amplitude of s «l£u^l ra^sivad by the 
piok-up system for shifting the line traced hy the device in 
acoordar.ee therewith to trace the directive pattern, and 
means for producing a magnetic field for cyclically effect- 
ing equal and opposite incremental displacements of any 
directive pattern traoed by the device to cause the intersec- 
tion of which sharply indicate the direction of reception of 
the received signal* 

j  J tl t V » Jv « M, -x v «a | r » # 

Deo. 16, 1947 Assignee: 17* S, Pat. No* 

I  —        Luck, D.G.C. 

"Radio Direction Finder" 

ABSTRACT 

A radio direction finder system in which is incorporated 
an Adcock antenna array including spaced vertical antennas 
connected to direction indicating, apparatus, and a pltirality 
of auxiliary antennas So positioned with respect to the 
antennas of the Adcock array that the nearest and the second 
nearest neighboring antennas of each of the Adoock antennas 
are radially symmetrical with respect to the Adook antennas. 
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Deo. 18, 1947 

Norton, L.E, 

"Direction Finder" 

Assignee: 

ABSgtAOT 

U.S. Pat* No, 
2,432,926 

A radio direotion finder system including a signal col- 
lector element, means for revolving the element in a closed 
path about a predetermined point whereby signals picked up 
by the element are phase modulated at the frequency of revolu- 
tion of the element and in o phase determined by the azimuth 
of tfee «isn«li a local oscillator, means of adjusting this 
oscillator to'operate at the carrier frequency of the signal, 
means responsive to the output of the signal, means responsive 
to the output of the local oscillator and to the phase 
modulated signal, to produoe a voltage corresponding to phase 
modulation, an alternator meohanieally coupled to the asieuss 
to provide an A~C voltage corresponding in instantaneous 
magnitude to the angular position of the antenna about the 
point and means responsive to the difference in phase between 
the modulation voltage and the output of the generator for 
indicating the bearing of the signals. 

I Jan. 27, 1948 

Worrall, H.H. 

"Radio Direction Finder" 

issignee: U.S. Pat. No. 
2,434,977 

ABSTRACT 

In a radio direction finder, a wave sensitive receiver, 
a housing for the receiver, a generator to supply power to 
the receiver located within the housing and having its stator 
secured thereto, collecting msana oonneoted to uue receiver 
and mounted integrally with the housing, supporting means for 
sustaining th<3 housing and parts connected therewith at a 
height above the ground upon which the supporting mean rests, 
hearing means associated with the supporting means and the 
housing to permit free rotation of tne housing and parts 
oonneoted therewith about on axis passing through the rotor 
of the generator. 

i  i 
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Mar. 16, 1948 Assignee: U*S, Pat,. No, 
| B»T.L. 8,437,695 

Jansky, K.G* 

"Three-Dimension Radio Direction Finder" 

f                                       ABSIHACT j  ft —  
A method of determining the absolute direction in spaea 

of a radio wave whioh comprises simultaneously receiving three 
j ! eleotric components of the wave, simultaneously obtaining a 
i   $        voltage representing the phase rslatien of one pair e-f com- 

ponents ejid another voltage representing the phase relation 
I ! of another pair of components, and obtaining from these 
i I voltages two simultaneous indications representing the wave 
!;- I arrival angles on two perpendicularly related planes. 

i 
i 
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I I April 6, 1948 Assignee: U.S. Pet, No, 
; I F.T,R. ' 2,438,846 
1 f* Richardson, A.G. 

* Thomas, IF.G. • 

) "Radio Direction Finding System" 

I ABSffiACT 

| A radio direoticn finding system having a direotional 
| receiving antenna and a translator having a continuously 

rotating means for deriving from the reoeived energy a voltage 
| whioh varies with the angular position of the rotating means 

and with the direction of the reoeived energy, the combination 
of means for producing sweep voltages, an oscilloscope con- 
trolled by the sweep voltages and the derived voltage, a 
sweep oscillator having an output voltage for controlling 
the sweep voltages producing means, a pulsing circuit for 

,        producing pulses at a predetermined angular position of the 
* rotating mesas, and means for applying these"pulses to the 

i oscillator for synchronizing the output voltage with the 
I derived voltage, whereby the oscilloscope indicates the 
t           direction lin<p of received enerstv,. 
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Me/T 4,  1948 Assignees U.S#.Fat. Nos 
2,440,682 

Hansel, P.Gt 

"Radio Direction Flader" 

ABSTRACT 

A direction finding system for radio signals undergoing 
a fading oyole., It comprises a direction finding receiver, 
a means to average the signal strengths of the fading signal 
ovar a period of time whiah includes variations of signal 
strengfcns in the fading signal, a means to isolate shorter 
period components of the fading signals, means to combine the 
average signal strengths with the isolated short period com- 
ponents, a direction indicators and means to feed the oombined 
signals into the direction indicator only when the oombined 
signals reach a predetermined threshold value of amplitude. 

I May 18, 1948 Assignee: U.S. Pat. No. 
I R.C.A. 2,441,658 
f Blodgett, E.D. 
k % Bond, D.S. 

"Direction Finder" 

ABSTRACT 

A radio direction finder including a directive antenna 
having substantially a single-lobed responsive pattern, means 
cyclically varying the direction of the pattern with respeot 
to the antenna alternate!*/ between two over-lapping positions, 
means including a shaft for rotating the antr- A about a pre- 
determined axis, a radio receiver conneoted to «L" antenna, a 
rectifier conneoted to the radio receiver, a cathode ruy tube 
including a fluorescent screen, means responsive to the 
angular position of the shaft to deflect the cathode ray of 
the tube radially outward from the center of the screen in a 

I       direction corresponding to the angular position, and means 
responsive to the output of the rectifier to control the 
extent of the radial deflection directly in accordance with 

f i  I the output of the receiver. 
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